NEXT BIG BANG: THE EXPLOSION OF ASIAN AMERICAN THEATRE
would not have been possible without the generous support of:
The Nathan Cummings Foundation
The Doris Duke Charitable Trust
The Ford Foundation
The California Community Foundation
The James Irvine Foundation
Anheuser-Busch Companies, Inc.

The contents of this report were collected to represent diverse perspectives expressed and brought about
by the framework of the conference. The transcribing of the time line and conference survey comments is
unaudited, and the dates and accuracy of the timeline have not been verified.
The conference survey comments should not be inferred as a reflection of opinions of all attending as a
whole but those of individuals who provided feedback in the surveys. These comments are meant to
present a transparent reflection of the conference so that we may learn from this experience in
preparation for the next conference.
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Introduction
After three years of planning, the first-ever National Asian American Theatre Conference convened in Los
Angeles, California at East West Players in June 2006, marking the first time that leaders of Asian
American theatres, Asian Pacific performing arts programs and groups, individual artists and academics
had the opportunity to assemble with the primary mission of bringing Asian American theatre and
performance to the forefront of the genre. The momentum from this event has created a movement to
ensure that Asian American theatre and performance continues to grow, thrive, educate, enlighten and
even lead the American theatre scene. The outcome of this conference was one of positive inspiration
and the realization that, despite the challenges that affect all arts groups across the country, the concept
of Asian American theatre
continues to grow and
expand. Tremendous thanks
goes to the Core Steering
Committee, the Regional
Committees, the Staff and
Board of Directors of East
West Players and the funders
of the conference: the Nathan
Cummings Foundation; the
Doris Duke Charitable Trust;
the Ford Foundation; the
California Community
Foundation; the James Irvine
Foundation; and corporate
sponsorship from AnheuserBusch Companies, Inc. The
contents of this report will
illustrate the impetus to create
this conference, the steps to
making it happen, the
Closing Plenary- Attendees of Artist Practice/Workshop report their discussion
conference content, the
to the entire delegation through a demonstration of a “National Asian American
outcomes and the key
Theatre Machine.”
components of the next steps.

THE IMPETUS
In September 2003, a convening of theatres of color was held in White Oak, Florida hosted by Theatre
Communications Group (TCG), the national association of professional theatres.
The Asian American theatres and performance groups represented there - East West Players (Los
Angeles), Ma-Yi Theatre Company (New York), Mu Performing Arts (Minneapolis), National Asian
American Theatre Company (New York), Pan Asian Repertory Theatre (New York), and Second
Generation (New York) – saw a need for a national conference bringing together Asian American
organizations and performing groups to solidify the presence of the Asian American artistic voice and to
address the needs of an expansive Asian Pacific community. The conference would also set goals to
nurture a vast array of cultural and generational programming to educate the national community at large.
The focus of this conference would be to discuss issues specific to Asian American theatre and
performance that was not available at other theatre conferences or Asian American non-arts conferences.
A previous daylong convening was held in 1999 in Seattle at the Northwest Asian American Theatre, with
about a dozen Asian American organizations sponsored by the Ford Foundation, and the idea of a larger,
more inclusive conference was broached there as well. Asian American theatres, performing groups and
individual performing artists covering the traditional forms of theatre to multi-disciplinary performances
would be invited to this national conference.
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East West Players then scheduled meetings with Asian American artistic leaders in Northern California
(San Francisco 6/22/04), New York (6/29/04) and Southern California (Los Angeles 7/15/04), forming a
regional steering committee to turn this idea of a national Asian Pacific American theatre conference into
a reality.
According to the Asian American Theatre Revue website (www.aatrevue.com, hosted by Roger Tang),
there were 82 known organizations and performance groups as of Spring 2004. This was a tremendous
amount of growth since 1965, when East West Players (EWP) was the first organization founded with a
specific mission to support and promote the voice of the Asian American experience through artistic
programming. As EWP was the largest of the organizations involved and the oldest (then entering its 40th
season), EWP decided to initiate the bold idea with leadership from the Asian Pacific participant
organizations to bring together all organizations in a national theatre conference to discuss the state of
Asian American Theatre and introduce goals for the future of Asian American theatre and performance
within a changing American landscape. Teleconferences were also held to reach as many significant
groups as possible for this initial step. (See Appendix A for the list of the groups and individuals initially
contacted.)
All of these individuals contributed to the ultimate content of the conference and continued to serve in the
role of “Regional Committee Members.” With the support of these organizations and the approval of the
EWP Board of Directors, the staff of the host theatre began to raise the funds to proceed. Additionally, all
of the organizations were asked to complete a survey, the results of which would ultimately dictate the
direction of the conference content.

THE STEPS TO MAKE IT HAPPEN
Understanding that these organizations are non-profits relying on grant support and that most Asian
Pacific artists lack the funds to attend a national conference, funding was sought to subsidize the entire
conference so that cost would not be an issue in getting to Los Angeles. With generous support from the
Nathan Cummings Foundation, the Doris Duke Charitable Trust, the Ford Foundation, the California
Community Foundation, the James Irvine Foundation and corporate sponsorship from Anheuser-Busch,
Inc., conference planning was well under way. The Doris Duke Charitable Trust (through the National
Performance Network) also provided a pivotal transition point by providing opportunity for committee
members to meet in Miami, Florida in December of 2005. Members of the committee gathered to solidify
what would become “Next Big Bang: The Explosion of Asian American Theatre.” At that time, a formal
core steering committee was also established to represent regions, styles of performance, diverse
cultures, and generational experiences to collectively make decisions and formulate the content of the
workshops and showcases based upon survey responses and interest. In addition to this meeting, these
members regularly gathered for conference calls to coordinate the logistical aspects of the convening.
Conference coordinator, Bryan Yamami, experienced with the logistics of planning conferences and the
venues involved, was brought on to coordinate the conference.
(See Appendix B for list of Core Steering Committee members.)

THE CONFERENCE
Funding subsidized the attendance to the conference for: the Core Steering Committee, one
representative from each regional committee, one representative from Asian Pacific performing arts
organization in North America (known by the committees), a list created by the committees of individual
artists with a significant amount of work in specific performance genres and academics with expertise in
Asian Pacific American performance. Other special invited guests included: members of the press,
representatives from foundations and members of academia.
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The conference opened Sunday evening, June 18, with a
dinner and reception at East West Players’ Aratani Courtyard
and the David Henry Hwang Theater at the Union Center of
Arts, and keynote addresses by Philip Kan Gotanda and
Roberta Uno, who both gave their personal perspectives on
the history of Asian American theatre. After a cocktail
reception, performance artist Alison De La Cruz hosted an
Open Mic Spoken Word performance at Oiwake Restaurant.
Monday morning began the two days of programming
sessions with an Open Plenary Session that included
interactive cultural mapping exercises and an explanation of
the Open Space and Breakout Sessions. Programming
Sessions took place in various rooms at the JACCC
(Japanese American Cultural and Community Center), and
included shared meals and breaks. Attendees had the
freedom to float from session to session if they so desired, and
also had the option of scheduling their own Open Space
session if they had concerns or issues that they wanted to
address within the Conference. Examples of Open Space
sessions included a South Asian Theatre Open Space and a
EWP Producing Artistic Director Tim
Playwright’s Open Space. Juliana Pegues gave the keynote
Dang offers the official conference
speech on Monday evening, speaking on hip-hop and spoken
welcome
to attendees and introduces the
word performance, as well as the socio-economic and political
Keynote Speakers.
elements that factor into Asian American theatre. By the
Closing Plenary on Tuesday afternoon, wrap-up reports from
the various Breakout and Open Space sessions proved invaluable because it was physically impossible
for an attendee to attend all of the sessions. Jessica Hagedorn and Lucy Burns gave the closing night
keynote speeches in the form of a dialogue/interview, while simultaneously presenting a slide show that
one attendee noted as “inspirational and funny.” Monday and Tuesday evening concluded with
performance showcases representing the diversity of Asian American theatre and performance.
From June 18, 2006 to June 20, 2006, nearly 200 delegates attended the following events:
(The plenary and programming session descriptions have not been revised and are printed as the
attendees received them in the conference schedule.)

Sunday, June 18
6:00 PM

Dinner/Reception – EWP Aratani Courtyard and the David Henry
Hwang Theater at the Union Center for the Arts

7:30 PM

Keynote Address – David Henry Hwang Theater
Keynote Speakers: Roberta Uno & Philip Kan Gotanda

9:00 PM

Cocktail reception – EWP Aratani Courtyard

10:00 PM

Open Mic Performance – Oiwake Restaurant
Hosted by Alison De La Cruz
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Opening Keynote
Address- Roberta Uno of
the Ford Foundation and
Playwright Philip Kan
Gotanda reflect on their
personal experiences in
Asian American theatre
and performance history
and its future.

Monday, June 19
8:30 - 9:15 AM

Continental Breakfast – Aratani Courtyard

9:30 - 11:30 AM

Open Plenary Session – David Henry Hwang Theater
Introductions, History, and Mapping
This interactive opening plenary will set the stage for our work and
explorations together by giving us a chance to discover who's in the
room, where we've come from, and how we map the terrain of Asian
American theatre and performance. This session will include the
unveiling of an ever-expanding historical timeline, collective cultural
mapping, and an introduction to Open Space Technology. (See
Appendix C for timeline created by the attendees.)

11:45 AM –
12:45 PM
1:00 - 3:00 PM

Lunch – JACCC Plaza
Programming Session #1 JACCC Various Rooms
Open Space - Available during all sessions
Beyond the Yellow Brick Road
Will Asian American theatre ever go beyond mere survival? This
question identifies the unique organizational challenges of Asian
American theatre and how we might find the road to success.
Moderator: Ken Narasaki
Panelists: Tisa Chang, Tim Dang, Rick Shiomi
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Connecting AAT to Social Justice Movements
What are the ways in which Asian American performers have fought for
social justice and change? How can Asian American cultural
production connect to larger global movements of social change?
Moderator: May Joseph
Panelists: Nobuko Miyamoto, Meena Natarajan, Juliana Pegues
The Dynamism of Aesthetics in Asian American Theatre
The constant re-invention of identity is quintessentially American. In
this cultural environment, Asian Americans respond to a dynamic of
constant interaction and reciprocity, replicating the inherently theatrical
in its flexibility and interpretive power.
Moderator: Mia Katigbak
Panelists: Esther Kim Lee, Gigi Otalvaro-Hermillosa, Alice Tuan
Funding/Demographic Strategies
With funding for the arts decreasing, how will Asian American theatres
and artists financially support their work? Using your demographics to
your advantage, research and solicitation from national foundations
and making connection to your local funding sources are critical. Our
discussion will illuminate the best practices for our next steps in this
process.
Moderator: Trent Steelman
Panelists: Cheryl Ikemiya, Rick Noguchi, Roberta Uno
3:30 - 5:30 PM

Programming Session #2
Open Space - Available during all sessions
Asian American Youth Programs
Spoken word, music, dance, video…How are Asian American youth
making theatre that reflects our increasing multi-disciplinary, multiracial world? An interactive, intergenerational workshop with youth
artists from coast to coast and everyone in between!
Moderator: Gayle Isa
Panelists: Helene Achanzar, Anida Esguerra, Michelle Lee, Adriel Luis,
Chon Phoeuk, Gary San Angel, Mike Trinh, Leakhena Yoeun
Audience Development and Community Engagement/Branding
The need to attract and build lasting relationships with audiences is not
unique to Asian American theatre. However, factors like local
demographics, prioritizing multiple constituencies, broad ranges of
work, and minimal marketing budgets complicate our plight.
Moderator: Stephanie Lein Walseth
Panelists: Sandy Agustin, Mike Molina, Stefanie Wong
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Issues of Under-Representation
The need to attract and build lasting relationships with audiences is not
unique to Asian American theatre. However, factors like local
demographics, prioritizing multiple constituencies, broad ranges of
work, and minimal marketing budgets complicate our plight.
Moderator: Dipankar Mukherjee
Panelists: Andrea Assaf, Velina Hasu Houston, Uzma Rizvi,
Shishir Kurup
Who Are We Creating For?
Of the many voices within Asian America, who's talking and who's
listening? This panel will foster a dialogue about the factors that
influence artists' voices and why. We will discuss regionalism and
disparate concerns within our communities, as well as influences such
as funders and foundations, the non-Asian media, and practices of
Asian American organizations themselves, and their influence on the
work of individual artists.
Moderator: Julia Cho
Panelists: Fred Ho, Dan Kwong, Young Jean Lee, Jeff Liu
5:30 - 6:30 PM

Cocktail reception

6:30 - 7:30 PM

Dinner

7:30 - 8:15 PM

Keynote Address
Keynote Speaker: Juliana Pegues

8:30 PM

Next Big Bang Showcase: Memory & Myth
Hosts: D'Lo & Shishir Kurup -- Japan America Theatre
• Elevator/Sex by Lan Tran, Pan Asian Repertory (New York, NY)
• Living in the Dark by Leilani Chan & Ova Saopeng, TeAda
Productions SEA Collective (Los Angeles, CA)
• The Songmaker's Chair by Albert Wendt, Kumu Kahua Theatre
(Honolulu, HI)
• Sun Mee, You All American Girl by Sun Mee Chomet, Mu Performing
Arts (Minneapolis, MN)
• self (the remix) by Robert Karimi (Chicago, IL)
• sketch comedy by OPM (Los Angeles, CA)
• Dimension of IS: A Spectacular Future co-created by Gigi OtálvaroHormillosa and Heather Cox-Carducci
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Tuesday, June 20
8:30 - 9:15 AM

Continental breakfast – Aratani Courtyard

9:30 - 11:30 AM

Programming Session #3 – JACCC Various Rooms
Open Space - Available during all sessions
Artistic Practice/Artist Workshop
Artists talk about their creative process from idea to performance.
Moderator: Leilani Chan
Panelists: Alison de la Cruz, Robert Karimi, Judy Soo Hoo
Organizational/Community Collaborations & Partnerships
Want to work with another arts or community organization? We'll cover
the good, the bad, and the very ugly of how collaborations and
partnerships work.
Moderator: Rick Shiomi
Panelists: Gayle Isa, Trent Steelman, Tim Dang
Visioning Session: Asian American Theatre in the 21st Century
What is Asian/American/Asian-American theatre? As theatre artists,
we need to examine the values of assimilating and differentiating, as
we platform new voices and navigate new territories, negotiate
universal challenges and maintain our identities.
Moderator: Cynthia Mayeda
Working Group: Establishing a National Network
How can we contribute to the Next Big Bang? What is needed to carry
this work forward and to develop a visible and sustainable national
network of Asian American theatres and artists? This session calls on
participants to think together, brainstorm, and collaboratively develop
recommendations for next steps. This group will report-out to the
conference as a whole at the Closing Plenary.
Moderators: Andrea Assaf, Sean Lim

1:45 AM - 12:45 PM

Lunch

1:00 - 3:00 PM

Programming Session #4
Open Space -all sessions. Various Locations.

3:30 - 5:30 PM

Closing Plenary – David Henry Hwang Theater
• Report-Outs of Visioning and Network Groups
• Next Steps: Festival and future conferences
• Closing Remarks

5:30 - 6:30 PM

Cocktail Reception. JACCC Plaza

6:30 - 7:30 PM

Dinner

7:30 - 8:15 PM

Keynote Address
Keynote Speakers: Jessica Hagedorn & Lucy Burns
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8:30 PM

Next Big Bang Showcase: Collision & Expansion
Hosts: Amy Hill & Regie Cabico
• RISE by Shyamala Moorty (Los Angeles, CA)
• F.O.P. by Sean Lim, Asian American Theater Company (San
Francisco, CA)
• House Boy by Nick Paraiso (New York, NY)
• Lost Boys by SickStep presented on behalf of East West Players (Los
Angeles, CA)
• KWATZ! The Tibetan Project by Ernest Abuba, Pan Asian Repertory
(New York, NY)

(Biographies for conference speakers/panelists may be found in the Appendix D of this report.)

The Sessions
Each session was
provided with a volunteer
note taker to synthesize
comments made during
discussions. The
following highlights key
elements from each
session and with a focus
on major themes
contributed to the
conference as a whole.

Programming Session- Attendees gather in the
“Who Are We Creating For?” panel.

PROGRAMMING SESSION #1
Beyond the Yellow Brick Road: Unique Challenges in AAT
- Ken Narasaki (Moderator); Tisa Chang (Pan Asian Repertory Theatre), Rick Shiomi (Mu
Performing Arts, Tim Dang (East West Players); Michelle Ko (Notetaker)
Tisa Chang, Rick Shiomi, and Tim Dang discussed the unique challenges faced by their particular
theatres, as larger more established Asian American theatres, and offered insight into their beginnings
and evolution as growing organizations. They discussed the differing challenges – the difference in Asian
demographics for audiences and actors between New York, Minneapolis, and Los Angeles, and how that
affects programming, audience, and artistic development. For instance, Pan Asian faces the challenges
of competing in New York City; Mu Performing Arts has an entirely different base of Asian nationalities
(predominantly more recent immigrants) who are more accustomed to traditional Asian art forms in
Minneapolis; while East West Players faces the challenge of running and filling a 240-seat theater, while
bridging the gap between what the audiences want to see versus what the artists want to create. Shiomi
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is developing a new audience while deliberately working with traditional Asian forms; Chang is continuing
to develop her senior artists; while Dang is trying to create programming for a broader audience while
letting newer and smaller APA theatres do more “cutting edge” work. All are cultivating collaborations,
both with each other and with other ethnic and mainstream theatres and arts organizations. All
expressed interest in forming a network so that new plays may more easily move from one theatre to
another; all spoke of the need to promote each other and other Asian American theatres, as well as the
need to help nurture the younger and newer AA theatres. Written questions were submitted from the
audience, who were mostly made up of other theatre professionals, and panelists answered from their
varying perspectives. Audience members from younger organizations offered their strategies for survival
(low ticket prices, younger audiences), while the older organizations offered advice on how to move from
volunteers to staff, and how to plan for and anticipate growth and change. Some smaller organizations
expressed interest in growing, while others felt they filled a niche underserved by larger organizations and
were able to be more adventurous in their programming.
Connecting AAT to Social Justice Movements
- May Joseph (Moderator); Juliana Pegues, Meena
Natarajan, Nobuko Miyamoto (Panelists); Jessica Kim
(Notetaker).

Keynote Address-Juliana Pegues
offers her unique perspective on Asian
American theatre and performance.

Each of the artists spoke of their entry into performance from a
political perspective and some of their particular concerns: Juliana
Pegues spoke about Asian American immigrant women, women in
prison, rape, and global sex trafficking; May Joseph spoke of
images and ethics; Nobuko Miyamoto spoke of using dance and
body language to communicate, and how her group combined
different voices and cultures after the LA riots and after 9/11.
Pegues spoke of artistic and performance questions, put out
without answers. Meena Natarajan described the meaning of her
group’s name (Pangea) as a metaphor for “one world,” and
described the differences between Western dramaturgy
(beginning, middle, and end) vs. Indian dramaturgy (need, desire,
revelation). All spoke of cross-cultural artist collaborations, the
changing definition of “community,” the differences (if any)
between “audience” and “community,” how to create new target
audiences, and who each group is trying to change: the powerless
or the powerful? One conclusion was “not to create binaries,” but
“to change all and at every level.”

The Dynamism of Aesthetics in Asian American Theatre (AAT)
- Mia Katigbak (Moderator); Esther Kim Lee, Gigi Otalvaro-Hermillosa, Alice Tuan (Panelists); Gio
Ortega (Notetaker)
Moderator Mia Katigbak spoke of cultural diversity and the American theatre, how opposition and “other”
define American identity, and how the members of this conference are enforcing an ideal.
Esther Kim Lee speaks of the American aspect of Asian American theatre, and how Ping Chong’s theatre
is based on a Chinese opera aesthetic, through his experience in the Experimental theatre scene of the
60’s. His work is more Existentialists, based in a civil rights perspective. Alice Tuan said that she started
writing because she wanted to see herself in the culture, and that theatre absorbs the lack of
representation in the culture at large. Sometimes she feels forced to speak about that lack of
representation, but also tires of the “constant explaining to white America” and is sometimes relieved to
write about things other than identity. She also decries the lack of venues for the great work being
created but not produced. The group talked about the existence of a “chitlin’ circuit” for Asian American
theatre; they looked at the increasingly broad spectrum of AAT, and questioned whether there is anything
universal to AAT.
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Funding/Demographic Strategies
- Trent Steelman (Moderator); Cheryl Ikemiya, Rick Noguchi, Roberta Uno (Panelists);
Lisa Lee (Notetaker)
Trent Steelman noted that 50% of EWP’s revenues are generated by grant support. Roberta Uno
questioned demographics data, wondering how to “dis-aggregate” the information into sub-groups and
income level. She spoke of the “myth” of Asian American success, urging theatre artists to question
these myths, to get out of their comfort zone, and to examine international work and Asian art forms and
political realities. She also cited a need to create a research base. Cheryl Ikemiya discussed a national
perspective, citing TCG’s work in national funding trends, how regional theatres are funded, creating an
“Association of Performing Arts Presenters” and asking about the opportunities for small presenters to
work with larger theatres. There have been drastic cuts in arts funding since 9/11, and API
philanthropists only give about 40% of their money to API arts programs. She urged looking for national,
regional, and local partners, as well as non-traditional partners, like universities. Rick Noguchi spoke of
the shrinking local sources requiring theatres to become more creative and entrepreneurial, diversifying
their approach to funding, generating money through social enterprises, diversifying audiences, and cited
specific local sources in the Los Angeles area, both governmental and private. Uno questioned whether
or not we are truly serving Asian Americans, asserting the need to create greater visibility for Asians, and
citing the National Association of Latino Arts and Culture as a possible model for an Asian American
regranting organization. The group as a whole fielded questions, pointing out that there are quite a few
Asians involved in philanthropy, and counseled persistence, engaging audiences, and leveraging
investments.

PROGRAMMING SESSION #2
Asian American Youth Programs
- Gayle Isa (Moderator); Helene Achanzar, Anida Esguerra, Michelle Lee, Adriel Luis, Chon
Phoeuk, Gary San Angel, Mike Trinh, Leakhena Yoeun (Panelists); Quincy Surasmith (Notetaker)
Each group discussed their origins and their development processes.
- YAWP (Young Asians with Power): They met three hours every Sunday as well as other times,
intermittently, discussing identity, stereotypes, and other topics of interest. Each member’s
participation varies according to their commitment. The group is exclusively Asian American, of
varying socioeconomic status; they are predominantly Filipino and Cambodian, but they are
striving to include West Asian and Middle Eastern youth. They run an 8 – 10 week program in
the summer, and other programs throughout the year, in the greater Chicago area. They use
free-writing exercises to develop work.
- GenerAsian Next: They are part of an Asian Arts Initiative for teens based in the Philadelphia
area; running spring and fall sessions/workshops in high schools, focusing on family, love, and
identity. They teach teaching assistants. They recruit via workshops and open houses.
- Youth Speaks: Based in San Francisco, their purpose is to bridge the gap between artists,
educators, and youth. They train members to become educators, leaders, directors, and more;
focusing on literary arts, poetry slams, spoken word festivals.
All the groups fielded questions as to the issues that young people find relevant, what happens as the
members get older, how to create a sense of emotional safety in public spaces, how to counter
negativity, and to make larger, life decisions. Seeing Asian American teens in performance helps
young people overcome social anxiety and other social issues, helping them to articulate goals, and
find a sense of identity through writing and performance. They also discussed the difference between
immigrant youth and generational conflicts and how performance and self-expression can help bridge
the generation gap. Asian American Pacific Islander (AAPI) youth are generally under represented in
other performance programs, making these specific programs even more important.
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Audience Development and Community Engagement/Branding
- Stephanie Lein Walseth (Moderator); Sandy Agustin, Mike Molina, Stefanie Wong (Panelists);
Michelle Ko, Dahlie Conferido (Notetakers)
A June 2005 survey was sent out nationally with a majority of the participants (panelists and audience)
participating in the pan-Asian survey. Among the findings: a plurality of theatres and performance groups
wanted to increase their Asian American audiences and their younger audiences; the majority of theatres
and performance groups averaged between 50% - 75% houses during a typical run; and by far, the
largest non-Asian demographic in their audiences were Caucasian.
Audience make up was discussed, as well as goals for each group. Goals included: identifying what
people want to see; showing non-Asians who Asian Americans are; and more risk-taking in building
audiences. Mike Molina spoke about setting up opportunities to create a “buzz,” to increase dialogue with
potential audiences, and engaging those your theatre has access to. Sandy Agustin felt that it was
important to use art as a tool to tell stories, to cross-pollinate, to be relevant and responsive to the
community, to do nothing in isolation, and to do everything in partnership. She asks, ‘how do we get
society to value the arts?’ Stefanie Wong spoke about the differences between EWP’s original aim and
how it has evolved; how to get the audience to buy into the concept of your theatre, beyond the shows
themselves; how subscribers are the lifeline of the theatre.
Issues of Under-Representation
- Dipankar Mukherjee (moderator); Andrea Assaf, Velina Hasu Houston, Uzma Rizvi, Shishir Kurup
(Panelists); Lisa Lee (Notetaker)
Panelists discussed how to open the doors of Asian American theatre and performance to include people
who are often excluded from the old models of AAT. They were asked where they had been invited to
present their work, and where they had not. Velina Hasu Houston has been doing theatre for over two
decades and sees herself in the first voice of diversity. Her plays challenged Asian American AND
African American views within their respective communities. She focuses on the personal feeling that
even though there’s a political dimension, theatre is not about converting people; she urges other artists
to focus on what they can contribute as artists. Andrea Assaf spoke of “Orientalism” and how identities
are formed, and the continuing formation of Arab American identity in response to global and domestic
policies, saying that they are “the new people of color.” She also spoke of inclusion in terms of strategy;
forming coalitions and re-examining who is included in the notion of what is Asian American. Uzma Rizvi
discussed the roots of identity politics and the process that stretches from not being represented at all, to
being under-represented or badly represented, and how to change that. Rizvi stressed the importance of
dialogue and urged people not to forget to create and support new work. Shishir Kurup talked about
identity in artistic, personal, and institutionalized forms, saying that some of the work is created because
no one else is doing it. He warns against “repeating mainstream mistakes” creating more “others” –
outsiders – and making sure our histories are getting out there so that our groups aren’t always having to
cater to and re-explain to outside audiences.
Who Are We Creating For?
- Julia Cho (Moderator); Fred Ho, Dan Kwong, Young Jean Lee, Jeff Liu (Panelists); Colleen
Oinuma (Notetaker)
The panelists each discussed the kinds of work that they do as artists. Young Jean Lee is a playwright
and actress who has worked within the New York experimental theatre scene, sometimes working with
and sometimes without other Asian artists. Fred Ho’s work came primarily out of the Black Arts
movement; he creates work for APA audiences, though his audience is primarily non-APA, and
commented the non-profit theatres as being conservative and was critical of other performance issues.
Dan Kwong has worked a lot with multi-media and considers himself a story teller. He performs solo and
tours a lot, so his audience varies drastically, depending on where he is performing. He sometimes alters
his work, depending on his audience. Jeff Liu spoke from his perspective as the literary manager of East
West Players, advising the attendees to know their core audience, know their institutions, and also to be
entrepreneurial. He also spoke of Lodestone’s relative freedom to be more adventurous in their
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programming, and advised writers that they can be produced “without losing their shirt,” citing Tyler
Perry’s non-traditional path to success because of his support from the African American community. The
Q & A portion focused on audience consistency and support, and artists’ role in cultivating audiences.
PROGRAMMING SESSION #3
Artistic Practice/Artist Workshop
- Leilani Chan (Moderator); Alison De La Cruz, Robert Karimi, Judy Soo Hoo (Panelists); Lisa Lee
(Notetaker)
Each artist discussed their individual processes: Robert Karimi discussed the exploration of movement
without language, and the dynamism between audiences and creator, between the environment and the
artist. Alison De La Cruz spoke of her experiences working with communities as an artist-in-residence,
and her desire to create from a place of healing, as well as the process of getting a story out of her head
and into her body. Judy Soo Hoo’s process included writing in the morning, writing from a dream state,
trying to write from her subconscious. She looks for where the energy is in a story (opposites contain
great energy), exploring her characters’ desires
versus their obstacles. She likes collaborations,
connections, and finding community. Leilani Chan
discussed the challenge of balancing arts
administration with her artistic instincts, and the
creation of a National Asian American Theatre
Machine network – formed like the theatre
machine improvisational game.
Organizational/Community Collaborations and
Partnerships
- Rick Shiomi (Moderator); Tim Dang, Gayle
Isa, Trent Steelman (Panelists); Colleen
Oinuma (Notetaker)
The panelists spoke of their experiences and
challenges in working with partnerships. Gayle Isa
pointed out that everything is collaborative, and
stressed that it’s important to know why you want
to collaborate and discussed the need for clarity
between partners: How does the money work,
who is raising it, who is responsible if there are
losses? Structures for decision making must be
identified, rights established, timelines created.
Tim Dang discussed EWP’s collaborations with
Closing Keynote Address- Jessica Hagedorn (L)
Cornerstone Theatre (VISHNU’S DREAMS) and
and Lucy Burns (R) discuss the state of
an upcoming 2007 collaboration with Center
performance and writing.
Theatre Group’s Mark Taper Forum (YELLOW
FACE). With Cornerstone, one challenge was the casting of the show; Cornerstone’s mission and makeup is multicultural, while EWP’s mission is to empower the Asian American community. He feels this
collaboration, like all collaborations, was “sexy” – that is, exciting to the artistic personnel, directors, and
audiences. The Taper collaboration made it possible for EWP to participate in the world premiere of a
David Henry Hwang play, while also helping CTG develop their Asian American audience. He envisioned
entire seasons of collaborations some day. Trent Steelman discussed the enormous collaboration that
formed the “Next Big Bang” theatre conference – three years in the making. It was the largest
collaboration EWP had ever participated in. He also spoke of the business challenges of collaborations
(e.g., EWP and Cornerstone had different ticket pricing structures) and advised the group that
collaborations need to be established early in order to apply for grants, which are often on a two-year
cycle. Rick Shiomi spoke of Mu Performing Arts’ work with a youth theatre, how they split the costs and
the box office 50/50 in the first year, then changed that to 60/40. He felt that collaborations are more
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valuable than simply the money component; collaborations can expand an organization’s visions. They
had a failed collaboration with Mixed Blood that didn’t come about because of artistic differences in script
choices and casting. He warned that it’s important to understand the expectations of your potential
partner. During the Q & A, various panelists addressed the dynamics between larger and smaller
organizations in collaboration, including accounting, issues with Actor’s Equity, issues with playwrights,
and inter-regional and international collaborations. They discussed ways of making the South Asian
groups feel a part of the larger Asian American scene, the inclusion of Arab American and other Middle
Eastern groups, and asked the question,’Do artists define who and what they are?’
Visioning Session: Asian American Theatre in the 21st Century
- Cynthia Mayeda (Moderator); Sumi Braun (Notetaker)
Members in this session discussed their vision for the future of Asian American theatre and performance;
whether there was a shared vision and if such a shared vision is useful. As the conversation unfolded,
members expressed that a vision doesn’t have to be the same for everyone, but the articulation of vision
is the key. The variety of visions is exciting and trying to distill them into one is limiting. Missions vary
from company to company, but perhaps one that can be shared is seeing ourselves in a global context
instead of simply individuals. Sharing and communicating on a global scale is enriching and our writing
and documentation connects us to a larger consciousness. Political and artistic unity is sometimes
necessary to move people. The Asian American identity must be inclusive and diverse and fluid. Bi- and
multi-racial issues will force us to deal with the hybridization of ethnicity. We need to network to help
promote Asian American theatre and performance on a national level, and that includes sharing work and
sharing support. Parallels can be drawn between the diverse Asian communities and the diverse Latin
communities; Asians can learn from Latin networks and coalitions. The group reached the consensus
that whether or not one voice and one vision can be outlined through this process, the process of
examination is actually more important than the result.
Working Group: Establishing a National Network
- Andrea Assaf, Sean Lim (Moderators); Susan Kanga (Notetaker)
This working group was an interactive roundtable, and participants included: Roger Tang (Asian
American Drama Review), Nancy Calos-Nakano (Wing Luke Museum), Kathy Hsieh (Sex in Seattle),
Fred Ho (Big Red Media), Seema Sueko (Mo’olelo Performing Arts), Barbara Toy (Fluid Motion), Joan
Osato (Youth Speaks), Cheryl Ikemiya (Doris Duke Charitable Trust), Velina Hasu Houston; as well as
representatives from InterAct Theatre, Fu-Gen, Mu Performing Arts, JOMA Arts and Consulting, and
Contemporary Asian Theater Scene. Participants talked about an ongoing national network, creating a
directory of artists and resources, professional development, mentorships, the possibility of an
international network, archiving work, and the need to bolster existing resources. Web and database
developments – blogs, listservs, and digital archives – were discussed as ways to keep the
communication and forward momentum of the conference going into the future.
PROGRAMMING SESSION #4
Delegates were invited to address particular areas of interest through the Open Space programming
sessions. Other delegates were asked to use this time to participate in some of the other topics created
by their peers that may not have been addressed as part of the planned conference programming. Some
of the sessions and their accompanying notes follow:
Playwrights and Issues of Being a Playwright
Playwrights attending the conference got together in this Open Space organized by Prince Gomolvilas, to
discuss their writing methods, their preferences in working with other artists, and their own personal goals
and reasons for working in the genre of Asian American theatre and performance. Part of the
conversation was geared toward practical and universal writing concerns – the need for flexibility, the
need to understand the institutions that are considering or doing your work, while other areas of
discussion were geared towards the particulars of working within ethnic and Asian American theatre.
Playwrights should consider how Asian American theatre begins through them and consider their
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responsibilities toward that movement, those
audiences, and those theatres as well as their
responsibility towards themselves and their work.
They should understand who is doing more risky
work versus who is more concerned with getting
audiences. Writers also shared why they wrote
(Reasons ranged from “to move others” to “I get a
buzz out of creating.”) and why they wrote for
Asian American theatre, in particular (“I don’t see
stories about me.”).
South Asian Theatre
South Asian theatre artists met to discuss their
feelings of exclusion and inclusion in the umbrella
concept of Asian American theatre and
performance. South Asian theatre artists and
representatives of South Asian American theatres
used this opportunity to establish support
networks. Out of this discussion, a conference for
South Asian theatres was planned for July 2007 to
be hosted by the Silk Road Repertory Theatre in
Chicago.
AAT Scholarships
Asian American scholars expressed that Asian
American theatre is central to Asian American
Programming Sessions- Proposed open space
history and that it is important that others see that
topics were displayed in the JACCC lobby for
Asian American is integral to American theatre
conference delegates to select and attend.
and not simply a “sub-hub.” Participants
discussed how artists and academics must work
together; they need each other, even when they share divergent goals. With such a huge percentage of
incoming undergrads being Asian American, participants asked how can scholars bring those students
into Asian American theatre and performance and whether that should even be a goal. Scholars use
theatrical principles to educate and can be the bridge between potential audiences and artists. New
bridges between scholars and performers need to be created as well.
How AAT Can Support Emerging Artists
Participants discussed how to create a community that supports emerging Asian American artists. TCG
provides grants for emerging artists to work with seasoned professionals. [Inside] the Ford is developing
a play program for Asian American and Latino writers, the James Irvine Foundation provides grants, and
the Ensemble Theatre Collective at [Inside] the Ford is providing space for three companies to produce
during the winter season. Chicago theatre artists find it difficult to stay in Chicago and many are forced to
leave for New York or Los Angeles. Larger Asian American theatres are producing fewer large shows per
season, making it more difficult for new performers to break in. Self-producing was discussed as another
way of showcasing artists.
Borderless Theatre
Participants discussed the Asian theatre communities and performance groups outside the U.S., including
Canada, Singapore, Hong Kong, and the Philippines. Trends in Canada lean toward issues of interracial
relations and identity, along with a fusion of movement and martial arts with text. Singapore feels like a
parallel world to the United States because the language (English) and very similar aesthetic values, but
the population is overwhelmingly Asian. Singapore theatre perform a lot of Western plays and often
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recruit actors from Los Angeles. Hong Kong is very active internationally, and the Hong Kong Center for
the Performing Arts is very much like the Julliard of Asia. Some theatres (e.g. Chung Yin) perform in
English and there is a burgeoning small and fringe theatre scene there. Larger theatres in the Philippines
are very interested in doing Filipino versions of Broadway hits, though there are other groups, like PETA,
which do political, issue-based work. Interesting work is happening at the University Drama Club that
mirrors the small theatre companies. Participants discussed how Americans could bring Asian groups to
perform in the U.S. and who might facilitate the transfer of international contemporary drama being done
in a foreign language to the United States.
The Spoken World
Participants tried to define Spoken Word performance, which includes story telling, hip hop, and poetry
slams. Theatre, as an umbrella term of performance, includes spoken word, but spoken word has the
ability to connect performers to the audience more quickly – it’s more naked and intimate. Spoken word
artists are usually self-taught; it’s an art form from and of the masses. Artists like Danny Hoch, Willy
Power, Mark Bamuthi, and Jerry Quigley are examples of hip hop crossing over into theatre and vice
versa. Asian American curators need to take more risks and give young spoken word performers more
opportunities. Resources include: Youth Speaks (San Francisco), Youth Chicago Authors, and YAWP
(Chicago).

THE NEXT STEPS
Through the disccusions at the plenary and programming sessions, it became clear that there is much
work to be done and that those that represent Asian American theatre and performance across this
country are up for the challenge. Reverberations are still being felt from the success of this three day
venture and feedback from the attendees indicate that the delegations returned to their homes inspired
and invigorated for what lies ahead. In addition to the sessions described above, there were many
informal meetings that occurred in performance venues, bars, garden areas, hosted cocktail hours,
meals, hallways, and even elevators, where artists and administrators from different parts of the country
were able to speak face to face, often for the very first time. Younger performers met with more
established arts administrators,
and more established attendees
were exposed to newer forms,
voices and theatrical styles. The
cultural mapping exercise that all
attendees participated in during
the opening plenary session
made it clear to all attendees that
the Asian American theatre and
performance movement was not
only growing, but was younger
than many people anticipated.
People were grouped by the
decade in which they first became
involved with Asian American
theatre and performance, ranging
from the 1960’s to the 2000’s.
The largest decade by far was the
Opening Reception in the Aratani Courtyard- (Foreground L to R) EWP
1990s, which bodes well for the
Board of Director Chair Lynn Fukuhara-Arthurs greets conference
health and vitality of Asian
attendees, Hanson Tse and Keo Woolford.
American theatre and
st
performance in the 21 Century.
In the summer of 2007, the first of the next major steps begins (and at this writing has been accomplished
with success). The National Asian American Theatre Festival was held in New York City co-chaired by
Tisa Chang of Pan Asian Repertory Theatre, Mia Katigbak of National Asian American Theatre Company
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and Jorge Ortoll of Ma-yi Theatre Company. This festival was designed to showcase the vast work of
Asian American theatre and performance from across the country and to bring the movement to broader
national attention. Thirty five works from companies and individual artists participated in the festival.
Many of the delegates from The Next Big Bang will participate in the formation of a National Network to
further share and explore ideas to make us all stronger and richer and positioned to provide forty more
years of spectacular Asian American theatre and performance. With the help of Asian American Theatre
Revue, a website hosted by Roger Tang, we can begin the vast scope of creating an all encompassing
resource of Asian American theatre and performance.
Companies and artists expressed a need to ensure documentation and archiving of Asian American
works and historic events through media, academia and intergenerational dialogue so that each new
generation is aware of the pioneering efforts done before them and that there is a record of Asian
American theatre and performance however young it is compared to other forms of theatre.
The Next Big Bang made the world of Asian American theatre and performance more connected as we
met face to face with people we had only heard about previously. With this, the ground upon which
collaboration in every shape and form is more solidified to help share resources, works, artists and (most
of all) finances. This will surely contribute to creating a stronger and larger critical mass of work being
done around the country.
Please see Appendix F for a list of outcomes that have been completed, in process, and starting to take
shape as a result of the NEXT BIG BANG: The Explosion of Asian American Theatre Conference (as of
7/1/2007).

SPECIAL THANKS
This report was created through the leadership and organizational skills of Trent Steelman and
assembled in a cohesive manner by Ken Narasaki with the assistance of all the volunteer note-takers and
transcribers during the conference.
All photos in this report were taken by Phil Nee and Jay Africa.
We apologize if any name, idea, or issue has been inadvertently omitted in this report. Due to the
voluminous notes and input from the 200 delegates, not all could have been mentioned in this summary.
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Showcase Performance- Performers of the Memory and Myth showcase join
hands to bow at the close of the first full day of programming.

Appendix A
Initial planning participants included:
Northern California (location – Asian American Theater Company, San Francisco)
Sean Lim, Managing Artistic Director, Asian American Theater Co. (San Francisco)
Christine Padilla, Executive Director, Contemporary Asian Theatre Scene (San Jose)
Lisa Moon, Prod. Artistic Director, Community Asian Theatre of the Sierra (Nevada City)
Jeannie Wood, Managing Director, Community Asian Theatre of the Sierra (Nevada City)
Dennis Yep, Artistic Director, InterAct (Sacramento)
Olivia Malabuyo, Bindlestiff Studios (San Francisco)
Samantha Chanse, Locus Arts (San Francisco)
New York
Tisa Chang, Artistic Producing Director, Pan Asian Repertory Theatre
Sylvia Fan, Communications Director, Pan Asian Repertory Theatre
Ron Nakahara, Artistic Associate, Pan Asian Repertory Theatre
Quy Nguyen, Administrative Assistant, Pan Asian Repertory Theatre
Mia Katigbak, Artistic Director, National Asian American Theatre Company
Welly Yang, Artistic Director, Second Generation
Grace Lee, Managing Director, Second Generation
Ralph B. Pena, Artistic Director, Ma-Yi Theatre Ensemble
Jorge Z. Ortoll, Executive Director, Ma-Yi Theatre Ensemble
Purva Bedi, Artistic Director, Disha Theater
Rizwan Manji, Artistic Director, Disha Theater
Midwest
Rick Shiomi, Artistic Director, Mu Performing Arts (Minneapolis)
Los Angeles
Tim Dang, Producing Artistic Director, East West Players
Trent Steelman, Managing Director, East West Players
Nobuko Miyamoto, Founder/Artistic Director, Great Leap, Inc.
Jennifer Kuida, Managing Director, Great Leap, Inc.
Phloe Pontaoe, Booking Coordinator, Great Leap, Inc.
Philip Chung, Co-Artistic Director, Lodestone Theatre Ensemble
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Chil Kong, Co-Artistic Director, Lodestone Theatre Ensemble
Tim Lounibos, Co-Artistic Director, Lodestone Theatre Ensemble
Andy Lowe, Artistic Director, Asian American Repertory Theater of San Diego
Thomas Villegas, Managing Director, Asian American Repertory Theater of San Diego
Helen Ota, Artistic Director, Cold Tofu
Chay Yew, Director, Asian Theatre Workshop, Center Theatre Group, Mark Taper
Forum and Artistic Director, Northwest Asian American Theatre, Seattle Washington
Leilani Chan, Artistic Director, Teada Organization
Ova Saopeng, Technical Director, Teada Organization
Ewan Chung, Producer, OPM
Charles Kim, Producer, OPM

Appendix B
The core steering committee included:
Andrea Assaf, Artistic Director, New WORLD Theater (Amherst, MA)
Leilani Chan, Artistic Director, TeAda Productions (Los Angeles, CA)
Tisa Chang, Artistic Producing Director, Pan Asian Repertory Theatre (New York, NY)
Tim Dang, Producing Artistic Director, East West Players (Los Angeles, CA)
Gayle Isa, Executive Director, Asian Arts Initiative (Philadelphia, PA)
Mia Katigbak, Artistic Director, National Asian American Theatre Company (New York, NY)
Stephanie Lien Walseth, Managing Director, Mu Performing Arts (Minneapolis, MN)
Sean Lim, Managing Artistic Director, Asian American Theater Company (San Francisco, CA)
Dipankar Mukherjee, Artistic Director, Pangea World Theater (Minneapolis, MN)
Meena Natarajan, Executive/Literary Director, Pangea World Theater (Minneapolis, MN)
Jorge Ortoll, Executive Director, Ma-Yi Theatre Company (New York, NY)
Ralph Pena, Artistic Director, Ma-Yi Theatre Company (New York, NY)
Trent Steelman, Managing Director, East West Players (Los Angeles, CA)
Rick Shiomi, Artistic Director, Mu Performing Arts (Minneapolis, MN)
Lloyd Suh, Resident Artist, Second Generation (New York, NY)

Appendix C
The following timeline
created was
collaboratively by the
attendees as a record of
events as part of Asian
American theatre and
performance history:

Date
Mid 19th Century
1882
Early 1900's

Opening Plenary- Coference
attendees were literally on the
same page by offering their notes
on significant events in Asian
American theatre and
performance history. All
contributed notes have been
transcribed below.

Next Big Bang Timeline
Text
First real wave of Chinese immigrants
Chinese Exclusion Act (later made permanent)
"Yellow Pent" movies with yellow face actors marks first stereotype of Asian
Americans

1905

First Korean immigrants

1905

Angel Island opens - Chinese detainees write poetry on barrack walls
Sessue Hayakawa makes films such as "The Cheat," rivaling Valentino in
popularity

1918

19

1918
1920's
1920's-1930's
1920's-1930's
1938-39
Early 20th Century
1940's-1950's
1941-45
1942

Sadakicu plays
Asian American student playwrights begin writing at the University of Hawaii
Ling-Ai Li & Wai Chee Chun Yee begin writing and become pioneering Asian
American women playwrights in Hawaii
The Filipino Manongs came to California (Stockton, etc.) -- My dad immigrated
to NYC (Nicky P)
Willand Wilson begins collecting student plays at the University of Hawaii
Manoa (including Asian American plays)
The Forbidden City thrives--Asian American Cabaret
Chop Suey Circuit
Japanese American Internment

1959

Dutch & Indonesians in concentration camps under Japanese occupation
"The Crimson Kimono" debuts starring James Shigeta -- one of the first studio
marketed films in which an Asian Pacific American gets the girl!

1959

Creation of the San Francisco Mime Troupe

1961

"Flower Drum Song" starring Nancy Kwan was the first TV. performance of
Asian American actors and positively influenced Asian identity. We saw
ourselves in the media.

1961

"Breakfast at Tiffany's shows a buck tooth stereotype of Japanese man

1960's

Opening of US borders to Asia -- large wave of Korean Americans in US

1960's

Yoko Ono's appearance on "The Tube" & in the media

1960's

Vietnam War

1960's

Tanzaman Socialist dance performances

mid 1960's

Bruce Lee as Kato

1965

East West Players is founded - Mako is the founding Artistic Director

1965

Changes in immigration law

Late 1960's
1969
Late 60's Early 70's

Collaboration between East West Players and Inner City Cultural Center
Demonstration at Los Angeles Music Center (re) Lovely Ladies Kind Gentlemen

1970's

Great Asian American actors audition but no roles for Asians
Most consistently multicultural ensemble in SF Bay area and the "oldest"
political theatre in the nation

1970's

Kumu Kahua Theatre Honolulu -- as a response to the absence of local voices
and material in Hawaiian theatre. "Local" is an identity shaped by/for largely
Asian Americans in Hawaii.

1970's

Asian American Studies begins

1970's

First courses in Asian American Theatre taught at UCLA

1970's

Second City establishes improv + sketch comedy as an art form

1970's

Asian American Theatre Company founded

1970's

BITAW -- Basic Integrated Theatre Arts Workshop was an educational program
created in the Philippines and used in the Philippines and the United States to
teach and empower

1970's

American Conservatory Theater develops Asian American actors

1970's
1970's-1980's

Indian Sheer Theatre meets Asian American solo performance
Anti-Asian Violence
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1970

Country Dinner playhouse toured "Teahouse of the August Moon"

1970

International Manila Voice Fest

1972

Ping Chong's "Lazarus" at La Mama ETC

1972

Production of "Chicken Coop Chinaman" by Frank Chin

1972

Creation of Northwest Asian American Theatre

1972

Coda written by Tri-Am, Alberto Isaac, produced by East West Players

1972

Kearny Street Workshop founded -- San Francisco

1973

Chinese Theatre Group Act La Mama "Return of Phoenix"

mid 1970's

Founding of Asian Exclusion Act

mid 1970's

Asian Americans protest Broadway parts being given to non-Asian Americans

1974

Nicky Paraiso was the first Asian-Filipino-American to be admitted to NYU's
graduate acting program. Harsh Nayya, a South Asian actor, was in the class a
year ahead and Marion Yue was a Japanese American classmate.

1976

Pacific Overtures on Broadway

1977

Pan Asian Rep founded by Tisa Chang

1977

Cast as "Black"

1977

Wakako Yamauchi's "And the Soul Shall Dance" at East West Players
Nobuko Miyamoto founds "Great Leap" Asian American performing arts
organization in Los Angeles

1978
1979
1979
1979
1979
1980's

Iranian Hostage Crisis
New World Theatre founded -- Asian American female artistic director -- Asian
American theatre presented, produced, developed since its founding
David Henry Hwang writes F.O.B. at Stanford
Pacific Asian Actors Ensemble in San Diego founded by Thom Sesma,
Gingerlily Lowe, David Tamayo, Kent Brisby, Ed You, & Janine Lowe
East West Players' productions hit me in my theatrical heart, and I knew
someday I wanted to be involved with East West. I got my opportunity in 1991.

1980's

AIDS epidemic devastates the theatre world

1980's

Paper Angels at Chinese Cultural Center in San Francisco

1980's
1980's

Reading Fanon & Rustom Barucha
Participating in Street Theater in India -- watching Badal Sircar's extraordinary
production "Procession"

1980's

Seattle Group Theatre -- multicultural playwrights, festivals, national gatherings

1980
1981
1981
1981-82

"Song for a Nisei Fisherman" at Asian American Theatre Company
Asian American Theatre Company - Sao ballet headed Bieds met Philip &
David
Cold Tofu founded by four women: Marilyn Tokuda, Denice Kumagai, Judy
Momii, & Irma Escamilla
Japan American Theatre opens its doors

1982

Read Carlos Bulosan's "America is in the Heart"

1982

"Yellow Fever" at Asian American Theater Company and Pan Asian Rep
My teacher and colleague Robbie McCauley (and then Laurie Carlos)
introduced me to Jessica Hagedorn. I read Jessica's book of poetry
"Dangerous Music" and she became an artistic soul mate and a great influence
to me. Nicky P.

1982-84
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1983-84

"Yellow Fever" by Rick Shiomi in Vancouver Canada

1984

1st collaboration as actress -- at audition I was asked to speak with more
Chinese accent. I was upset and felt I was being punished for learning to
speak English (ESL) without a Chinese accent.

1984

Who Killed Vincent Chin?

1984

"Karate Kid" with Pat Morita - 1st Asian American born Oscar nominee

mid 1980's
mid 1980's
mid 1980's

Reading: Anabe, Fugard, Roberta Uno, David Mura
Facing racism as a South Asian and never being included in the Asian
American conversation
Feeling empowered after speaking to Roberta Uno, who included South Asians
at New World Theatre

1984

Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom (as a bad thing)

1985

Met George Takei at Los Angeles Actors Theatre

1986

1st Production of David Henry Hwang's F.O.B. in our Capitol City Sacramento

1986

Creation of Cahoots Theatre Projects in Toronto

1986

The end of Asian Writers Basement Workshops led by Fay Chiong in NYC

Late 1980's

Velina Hasu Houston's "Tea" at San Diego's old Globe Theatre
Films like "Sixteen Candles" & Gung Ho portrayed Asian stereotypes and
sparked a movement for Asian Americans to fight these stereotypes.

Mid 1980's
Late 1980's

1988

Began telling my stories of identity and sexuality and race, because I had no
other choice.
Saw Jude Narita's solo show and Philip Gotanda's "Yankee Dawg You Die" in
Los Angeles

1988

Growing up in South Africa

1987

1988

David Henry Hwang's M Butterfly

1988

David Henry Hwang wins Tony for M Butterfly

1989

Joy Luck Club written by Amy Tan

1989

Ma-Yi Theatre Company founded in NYC
Chinese Story Theatre (later renamed Asian Story Theatre) founded by Kent
Brisby & Gingerlily Lowe
The founding of Ma-Yi Theatre Company & National Asian American Theatre
Company were significant turning points in my artistic life.
Highways Performance Space founded by Tim Miller & Linda Frye Burnham in
Santa Monica, California

1989
1989
1989
1989

Tianamen Square student protests

1990's

"Exit the Dragon" in Berkeley

1990's

Development and rise of Asian American stand-up comedy (Margaret Cho)

1990
1990

Production of "Yankee Dog You Die" at Washington Project F/T Arts
Petition in protest to Colleen Dewhurst & Actor's Equity regarding non-Asian
American casting of Miss Saigon

1990

Miss Saigon Opens, starring Jonathan Pryce & Lea Salonga

1990

The first Gulf War

1990

David Mura's reading of "After We Lost Our Way"

1990

Bindlestiff studio in San Francisco founded
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1990-1992
1990's-2005
Early 1990's
1991
1992

"Tokyo Bound" Amy Hill's solo show - 1st Asian American theatre, 1st hapa
woman + big woman representation on stage!
Chay Yew teaches the Asian Theatre playwriting workshops at the Mark Taper
Forum
David Henry Hwang Writer's Institute
"Treasure in the House" Asian Pacific American performance series born at
Highways

1992

Theater Mu founded
Rich Shiomi writes and Theater Mu produces the first play about Korean
Adoption
Got head of theatre department in college denied tenure for not implementing
multiculturalism in casting.

1992

LA Riots and the subsequent founding of Society of Heritage Performance

1992

NWAAT's 20th Anniversary
Asian American Renaissance -- conference & organization forming in
Minneapolis, MN 55407

1992

1992
1992-93

Tim Dang at EWP becomes my mentor via USC APASS program

1992-93

Cold Tofu begins a journey into new growth

1993

Joy Luck Club the film

1993
1993

Red Earth & Pouring Rain won the Booker (Indo-American novel).
"Unbroken Thread" published -- edited by Roberta Uno and Velina Hasu
Houston -- the first anthology of plays by Asian American women playwrights.

1993

Canadian premiere of David Henry Hwang's "The Dance and the Railroad"

1993

Club O'Noodle - Vietnamese American Theatre Company started

Mid 1990's

2nd Spoken Word Summit APIA Chicago

Mid 1990's

Youth Speaks in NYC at the teachers & writer's collaborative

Mid 1990's

Working with Tisa Chang through National Arts Stabilization

Mid 1990's
1994

Working with human rights organizations to create work for change.
Community Asian Theatre of the Sierra established -- introducing Asian
American theatre to the whitest county in California (Nevada County)

1994

"All American Girl" with Margaret Cho, Amy Hill, B.D. Wong

1994

Production of "Woman Warrior"

1994
1994

"Asian Boys" -- Nicky Paraiso's first full-length performance piece
Dan Kwong's "Everything You Wanted to Know but Didn't Give Enough of a
Shit to Ask" at Japanese American National Museum Los Angeles

1994

"Cleveland Raining" Sung Rno, Shishir Kurup, Tim Dang

1994

Berkeley Rep's "Woman Warrior"
Stir-Friday Night! Discovered a fun yet powerful method to show a truthful
perspective on the Asian American experience-- that method was sketch
comedy.
Asian American Rep. Theatre founded: Andy Lowe, Vince Sobbrano, Jenn
Wong, Donna Maglalang, Jyl Kaneshiro
"Peeling the Banana" Writing and performing workshop at Asian American
Writers Workshop - NYC
"Lapu, The Couple that Cares (LCC), Asian American Theatre at UCLA is
founded and still active today

1995
1995
1995
1995
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1995

1996-1999

Ann Bogart's Still Co. - Suzuki Summer Program
Asian Arts Institute - First nonprofit community arts center targeted to Asian
American forms.
"RAW" Real Asian Woman Talk (performance art/dance) at the Walker Art
Center. Shared stage with Denise Uyehara & Canyon Sam
Roger Tang develops Asian American Theatre Review website which suddenly
links API artists nationally through the world wide web.
Produce APIA Arts Initiative @ Pomona College hosting readings of John Song/
Judy Soo Hoo, & Michael Premsirat's plays.

Late 1990's

New World Theater's Third World American Theatre Conference

Late 1990's

Protest over casting of Miss Saigon

Late 1990's
Late 1990's

Introducing & directing South Asian play at regional theatre
San Francisco Chronicle article on interracial dating: Asian women and
Caucasian Men

Late 1990's

Spoken word turned theatre

Late 1990's

"Journey to the West" at Berkeley Rep

Late 1990's

Jeannie Barroga's workshop

1996
1996
1996

1997

"Yellow Fever," starring Noel Benoza

1997

Asian American Women Playwrights archive founded at the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst. It becomes a national repository of plays, interviews,
photos, etc.

1997

Josephine Lee's publication of "Performing Asian America"

1997

API 101 at Asian American Theater Company

1997

Asian Pacific Islander Cultural Center founded

1997

Ching Valdes Aran-Obie -- best performance, Flipzoids @ Ma-Yi Theatre

1997

Scholarly work by Josephine Lee's "Performing Asian America

1997

Asian American Theatre Listserv established
Import of Hong Kong Box Office stars like Jackie Chan, Jet Li, Michelle Yeoh,
Chow Yun Fat.
David Henry Hwang Writer's Institute. Ken Narasaki & Paula Cizmar convinced
me that poets can make great playwrights

Post 1997
1997-98
1997-98

Making Tracks NY Musical Workshop

1997-98

met and worked with Here & Now LA

1998

"First the Forrest" worked with Dipankar Mukherjee in one-woman show

1998

1998

Conference at Seattle's Northwest Asian American Theatre
Dan Kwon & Gary San Angel introduced an all Asian American performance
workshop in Philadelphia
East West Players moves into new 240-seat Equity theater in Los Angeles'
Little Tokyo

1998

Something to Say performance group at Asian Arts Initiative in Philadelphia

1998

"East is East" Premieres in NYC

1998

World Premiere of "Dogeaters" at La Jolla Playhouse
Hapa Performance Weekend @ Highways Performance Space in Santa
Monica
East West Players produces first Thai-American play "Big Hunk O' Burnin'
Love" by Prince Gomolvilas

1998

1998
1998
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1998

In Vancouver, the Asian Canadian population constituted 40/5 of the general
population, but we were not represented at all on stage in Vancouver.
Vancouver Asian Canadian Theatre (VACT) was born to right this injustice.
Resurrection of Stanford Asian American Theater Project (a group started by
David Henry Hwang). Sean Lim of AATC involved as student.

1999

Singapore Festival of the Arts hosts Los Angeles based playwright of Dutch,
Indonesian, & Spanish Apache descent. "If I Only Had a Heart Made Out of
Levi's" written by Annette Jilts Jacobs

1998

1999
1999
1999

I was cast as Petra in a high school production of Ibsen’s Enemy of the People.
My teacher told me about East West and gave me Amy Hill's email. She was
very nice and in the correspondence told me to take a class at EWP.
Mighty Mountain Warriors & Latina Theater Lab & Culture Clash collaborate
and create

1999

Lodestone Theatre Ensemble founded in Los Angeles
Manhattan Theatre Club and The New Group collaborate to produce UK play
"East is East" in NYC with mostly South Asian cast

1999

I was in 7th grade going to AAI to see my first Asian American performances

1999

Tsunami Theatre's production of David Henry Hwang's "F.O.B."

1999

2000

Joohs Songs Performance Group at Yale University
Generasian -- Next teen theater troupe starts its first season at the Asian Arts
Initiative.
"I Was Born with Two Tongues" introduced to me the idea of "Asian American
Identity" through powerful and proficiently worded spoken word poetry.
Sirenz -- women's multi-ethnic spoken word group founded in response to white
supremicist hate crimes in Illinois
Watching solo performance artist Jenny Shimizu perform on campus at Cal
State LA
"The Crime of the Century" by Rebecca Gelman at Circle Theatre, Chicago -- 3
Filipina Female roles!
"A Jive Bombers Christmas" 2nd Generation continues the tradition at the
Japanese American National Museum

2000

TeAda Productions -- JACCC -- Hawaii artists in Los Angeles

2000

Roberta Uno's reading of her anthology "Unbroken Thread"
Disha Theatre -- The first South Asian theatre company in New York City
launches at Dialectica Art Gallery.
Formed my own all Asian American Female spoken word group and called it
Yellow Rage
At 56 years of age I took the East West actors conservatory . My re-entry into
theater after 30 years and recalled my college days in theater.

1999
1999
1999
1999
1999

2000
2000
2000
2000
2001
2001

I saw my first play with an all Asian American cast when I was five years old
Cast in my very first Asian American production "Gila River" at the Japan
America Theatre (at 57 years of age).

2001

Performing in Chay Yew's "Red" in Singapore and at East West Players
September 11, 2001 -- Artists like myself shift focus from exploring themes of
feminism, equality, to bigger global issues of urgency, including war.

2001

Teada Productions presents "Native Immigrant" at JAT in Little Tokyo

2001

1st APIA Spoken Word & Poetry Summit in Seattle

2001

I see "Two Tongues" in Chicago -- they make me cry.
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2001

Premiere of Michael Premsirat's "The Clouds, the Ocean, & Everything In
Between" produced by Asian American Theater Company in San Francisco

2001

"India Ink" by Tom Stoppard production at the Wilma Theatre Philadelphia

2001

Karen Shimakawa's "National Abjection"

2001

Mango Tribe, a collective of 30 APIA women from Chicago, NYC, Minneapolis,
LA -- produces "Sisters in the Smoke" in Chicago at the Vittum Theater in
response to violence within APIA communities.
Mellow Yellow's 1st show opens two weeks after the events of September 11,
2001
"American Desi" released -- 1st major Indo-American independent film
nationally released

2002

"Better Luck Tomorrow" opens (grassroots, community, globalization)

2002

YAWP begins in Chicago!

2002

2002

1st TeAda workshop featuring Kristina Wong, Ova Saopeng, & Robert Karimi
Leadership shift and new direction at Asian American Theater Co. of San
Francisco. Sean Lim starts as Artistic Director.
Great Leap's "Sacred Moon Songs" at East West Players with Asian. Chicano,
Muslim, Black, & Buddhist cast

2002

California Arts Council loses funding -- no state arts grants

2002

Jin the rapper is a part of the Ruff Ryders
"Flower Drum Song" by David Henry Hwang opens -- Asian American
patronage extend the run

2001
2001

2002

2002
2002
2002

I joined Bindlestiff Pinoy Collective
"Sex in Seattle: Episode II" -- other women influence Vancouver Asian
Canadian theatre productions

2002

YAWP Young Asians with Power workshop

2002
2003

Chop! Chop! Asian American Artists collective show
Started with Living Word Projects -- map a spoken word for Youth Speaks
"Word Becomes Flesh"

2003

2nd Asian American Spoken Word &Poetry Summit in Chicago

2003

World Premiere of "Precious Stones" by Jamil Khoury -- Chicago
Mango Tribe produces "Sisters in the Smoke" in New York at HERE Arts
Center -- sold-out run!
"Bombay Dreams" produced on Broadway with mostly South Asian cast by
Andrew Lloyd Weber

2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003-04

I met Philip Kan Gotanda & Jeannie Barroga
Ushering in the new generation of Asian Canadian plays and artists (Little
Dragon, China Doll, Banana Boys) consistent, continuous, constant
Beau Sia, Stacey Ann Chinn, & Suheir Hamad receive Tony Award for Def
Poetry Jam
Taiko Project (re)generation -- 1st major taiko theatrical production tours in the
US

2004

Harold & Kumar opens with two Asian American leads

2004

"Dogeaters" -- LA production
Seeing the Asian American Theatre Company t-shirt "I don’t know kung fu"
made me aware of Asian American Theatre Co. in San Francisco

2004
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2004

Theater Mu collaborates with Park Square Theater on the first all Asian
American cast musical in MN with "Pacific Overtures"
Co-playwright in "With love from Ramallah" First Arab-American production in
the upper Midwest.
Watching the "Last Emperor" for the first time, inspired by John Lowe & Joan
Chen

2004

Met Kristina Wong at NPN in California

2004
2004

2004

National Performance Network Conference in Los Angeles

2004

Opening night of "Remains" at Mo'olelo Performing Arts Co. San Diego

2004

"Pipe Dreams and Paper Trails" at Bindlestiff Studio in San Francisco

2004

Mango Tribe performs 2nd production "The Creation Mythology Project,"
exploring the evolution of an Asian American creation story during residency at
Henry Street Settlement in NYC.

2004

M Butterfly production by East West Players

2004

"Tea" by Velina Hasu Houston in Chicago

2004
2004-05

"The Intelligent Design of Jenny Chow" at The Old Globe, San Diego
Joined my own story with Alex Luu coordinated at USC

2005

Premiere of F.O.P. "Fresh off the Plane" at AATC by Sean Lim

2005

Working on my first AA production "Solve for X"

2005

3rd APIA Spoken Word & Poetry Summit in Boston

2005

A Korean couple on "Lost" the television show

2005

I begin writing sketch comedy for Asian American fundraisers in Chicago

2005

2005

Mrs. Ju-Yeon Ryu's performance at the Philadelphia Art Museum
Haruki Murakami's "After the Quake" premieres at Chicago's Steppenwoolf
Theater
New York -- In response to Katrina, the first Sulu Series, an Asian American
showcase started

2005

Lodestone Theatre Ensemble production of "Aziatik Nation"

2005

2005

YAWP Young Asians with Power benefit in Chicago "Untranslatable"
Workshop production of my first play, "Peaches," at University of Houston in the
Edward Albee New Plays festival and being mentored by Lanford Wilson.
As Vishnu Dreams at East West Players in collaboration with Cornerstone
Theatre

2005

Guantanamo at Culture Project

2005

World premiere of "Amazing Leap of Faith"

2005

Asian American Arts Initiative writing and performance workshop

2005

Meeting Alice Tuan at UT Houston, who became a kindred spirit/mentor/friend.

2005

"Self (the remix)" opens in Alaska
AATC and Bindlestiff Studio production of "Sleepee (a chronicle of the return of
the remarkable)"

2005

2005

2005
2005-06
2006

Touring work of Youth Speaks through Living Project Rep.

2006

"Making Tracks" in San Jose -- Asians can sing and have incredible talent!
Kristina Wong is awarded creative capital award in theatre to create new work
on mental illness among Asian woman

2006

TeAda Lab development & open rehearsal at Angels Gate Cultural Center
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2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006-07
2006-07

Performing in "for colored girls who committed suicide/ when the rainbow is
enuf" -- by Ntozake Shange
Scholarly work by Esther Kim Lee "History of Asian American Theatres"
Mango Tribe develops 3rd production "Un/knowing Desire and Empire" at New
World Theater summer play lab
1st collaboration between CATS and a professional theatre group, the Word for
Word Theatre Co. in SF, bringing Amy Tan's "Immortal Heart" to Nevada
County
Grace Lee Project
Mango Tribe & Asian Arts Initiative collaborate on a residency exploring
gentrification as an intensive workshop for artists across the country
"Another Heaven" depiction of Asian dilemma as indentured labor in Hawaii produced by Kuma Kahua Theatre
Asian American Theatre Conference hosted by East West Players in Los
Angeles
"I Land" solo performance by Keo Woolford & Roberta Uno
Launching of Canada's 1st Asian-Canadian Drama Anthology
(acknowledging/recognizing the body of work we love).

Appendix D
Speakers, panelists, performers and committee members that submitted their bios for inclusion in the
conference book:
Helene Achanzar (Panelist)
Within the past eight years, Helene Achanzar, a Filipino Canadian, has written and performed for Free
Street Programs, Gallery 37 Center for the Arts and Steppenwolf Theater Company. She currently
facilitates Kitchen Poems, a writing workshop for Asian Americans, through the Asian American Artists
Collective-Chicago. Helene is a poetry instructor at a Chicago public high school and a member of
YAWP!'s Youth Advisory Board. As a committee member, Helene works with FAAIM (Foundation for
Asian American Independent Media) to organize their annual film showcase. She will begin her
undergraduate studies at University of Iowa in August 2006.
Karla Acosta (Showcase Performer)
Karla Acosta premiered the role of Joyce in Sean Lim’s F.O.P. during the Asian American Theater
Company’s 2004-2005 season. She has also worked with other Bay Area theater companies such as
Shotgun Players, the New Conservatory Theater Center, the San Francisco Shakespeare Festival, and
the 3 Wise Monkeys. She is currently on her third season with Kaiser Permanente’s Educational Theater
Programs in Northern California, and holds a B.A. in Theater from San Francisco State University.
Arthur T. Acuña (Showcase Performer)
Arthur T. Acuña’s theatre credits include Trial by Water,
Ivanov, The Arabian Nights, KWATZ! The Tibetan Project,
Empress of China, Pacific Overtures (Barrymore
nomination), and The Romance of Magno Rubio (OBIE).
His film and television credits include Anniversary, Batang
West Side, Rigodon, The Blue Hour, and One Life to Live.

Showcase Performance- Arthur T Acuña
performing KWATZ! The Tibetan Project by
Ernest Abuba, Pan Asian Repertory (New
York, NY)

A.J. Aguado (Panelist)
A.J. Aguado is an 18-year-old Filipino American from
Gurnee, Illinois. At Warren Township High School, he was
active in both its theater program and speech team. In his
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junior year, A.J. co-founded “Tinted”, his school’s Asian American club, which raised money for tsunami
relief in Southeast Asia. In 2005, he co-directed Warren Township’s International Club, spreading
awareness and raising money to combat genocide in Darfur. A.J. also volunteers with St. Paul the
Apostle Youth Ministry and dances with Impulse Dance Group. After joining YAWP! last summer, A. J.
has come to identify with the plight of Asian Americans and the importance of effectively leading youth.
He is unofficially YAWP!’s premier recruiter.
Sandra Agustín (Panelist)
Ms. Agustín is the Artistic Director at Intermedia Arts, a thirty-year old multidisciplinary arts organization in
South Minneapolis whose mission is to serve as a catalyst that builds understanding among people
through art. At Intermedia, Ms. Agustín has curated numerous programs including “Immigrant Status,” a
multidisciplinary series that looks at the current political, social and economic conditions of immigrants in
Minnesota; and “Thicker Than Water: Art As A Family Value®” which encourages communication among
generations through art. Ms. Agustín holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Dance Therapy from the
University of Wisconsin, Madison, where her training was predominantly in the Nikolais/Louis modern
genre. As a dancer, she has performed throughout the United States and in Mexico City, and as a
choreographer her work has been performed at major venues across Minneapolis and St. Paul. She is an
adjunct faculty member at Augsburg College in Minneapolis, where she teaches modern dance and
improvisation, and she is currently a Core Artistic Group member for Mu Performing Arts, an Asian
American theater and taiko drumming company. She has spoken on creativity, diversity, arts education,
arts and mentoring for numerous universities and institutions. Ms. Agustín has studied traditional Filipino
dance forms in the Philippines as a recipient of a Jerome Foundation Travel Study Grant. Her research
has also taken her throughout the United States, including Alaska and Hawai’i. Ms. Agustín expects to
complete a “tool box/book” on creativity sometime in the near future.
Andrea Assaf (Steering Committee Member, Moderator)
Andrea Assaf is the Artistic Director of New WORLD Theater. She is a performer, director, writer, and
educator and activist. Before joining New WORLD, Andrea was Program Associate for Animating
Democracy. She has a Masters degree in Performance Studies and a B.F.A. in Acting, both from NYU's
Tisch School of the Arts. Her performance work ranges from original, interdisciplinary solo and
collaborative productions, to spoken word, to traditional theater. Andrea's theory and practice interests
include community-based arts, post-colonial studies, and cross-cultural performance. She is a member of
The Writers Roundtable, Alternate ROOTS, and RAWI (Radius of Arab American Writers).
Lucy Burns (Keynote Speaker)
Lucy Burns holds a joint position in UCLA's Departments of Asian American Studies and World Arts and
Culture, where she teaches courses on Filipino American studies, feminist performance and race, and
race and gender in performance. She is a co-editor, with Roberta Uno, of The Color of Theater. Her
writings have appeared in the Journal of Asian American Studies, Amerasia Journal, BlackTheatreNews
Network, and the Asian Theatre Journal, as well as in the Asian American Playwrights: A Bio-Bibliography
edited by Miles Liu. She is currently working on a manuscript on the Filipino performing body. Lucy has
participated in several advocacy projects focusing on Asian American theater and performance. In 2002,
she was a consultant for the Pilipino American Performing Arts Initiative and was a member of its national
convening committee. In 2003, she attended the first gathering of Asian Women Theater Directors in New
Delhi, India as a consultant for the Ford Foundation's "Asian Women Theater in the U.S. Diaspora"
project. She is a co-founder of the Critical Filipino and Filipina Studies Collective, a national network of
community-engaged scholars, professors, and educators in the U.S. that seeks to inform and to provide
exacting analysis and new understandings of global, social, and economic justice issues impacting the
Filipino diaspora. In November 2004, the CFFSC published a report on the deportation of U.S. Filipino
and Homeland Security (see http://cffsc.focusnow.org/index.html).
Regie Cabico (Showcase Host)
Regie Cabico is the artistic director of Sol Y Soul, a spoken word theater arts and activist company in
Washington, DC. He is an ensemble member of The NY Neo Futurists performing the show, Too Much
Light Makes the Baby Go Blind: 30 plays in 60 minutes. Regie took top prizes in the 1993, 1994 & 1997
National Poetry Slams and has appeared on HBO's Def Poetry Jam. His solo work and theater work have
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been presented at Theater Offensive, Dixon Place, The Kitchen, Joe's Pub, and The Public Theater,
among others. He co-curates The Sulu Series, an Asian American performance showcase series in
Williamsburg, Brooklyn, where he resides. He is the former artist in residence at NYU's Asian Pacific
American Studies. His email address is Missbamboo@aol.com.
Leilani Chan (Steering Committee Member, Showcase
Performer, Moderator)
Leilani Chan is an award winning performance artist,
actor, playwright, director, cultural worker, Founding
Artistic Director of TeAda Productions (www.teada.org)
and is a 2006-07 City of LA Department of Cultural
Affairs Artist-in-Residence. Ms. Chan and Ova Saopeng,
her partner in life and art, received a Rockefeller
Foundation Multi-Arts Production Fund to develop the
SEA (South East Asian) Collective’s first work Living in
the Dark. For this project they have been conducting
interviews and workshops with Laotian communities
across the country and are developing a theatrical
performance based on the stories collected from
refugees and their descendents. Living in the Dark is set
to premiere as a full length work in Fall 2007 as part of
the Legacies of War grand opening exhibition
Showcase Performance- Living in the Dark by
(www.legaciesofwar.org). Leilani is currently touring a
Leilani Chan (L) & Ova Saopeng (R), TeAda
new solo work Tita on the Run to Hawaii clubs and
Productions SEA Collective
(Los Angeles, CA)
universities across the country. Her performance
installation Life as a Dashboard Hula Dancer has been
presented as part of Guillermo Gomez-Peña’s La Pocha Nostra at LACMA in 2005 and FITLA 2004. Ms.
Chan has worked with Hawaiian and multi-racial communities to develop community-based performances
and she has been presented at Borderlands Theater, Highways Performance Space, JACCC, Grand
Performances, the Getty Center Museum, and at many other college campuses and performance venues
across the country. Ms. Chan has also worked with numerous arts organizations throughout the country
including Center Theatre Group, New WORLD Theater, Great Leap, Highways Performance Space.
Leilani obtained her M.F.A. from U.C. Irvine in 2004.
Tisa Chang (Steering Committee Member, Panelist)
Tisa Chang was born in China, raised in New York City and educated at Performing Arts H.S. and
Barnard College. After an active career as actress and dancer on Broadway (Basic Training of Pavlo
Hummel, Lovely Ladies and Kind Gentlemen, Pacific Overtures), in TV and films (Ambush Bay, Escape
From Iran, Year of the Dragon), she began directing at LaMama ETC. Pan Asian Rep was founded in
1977 as an act of empowerment to promote opportunities and to expand the boundaries of American
theatre and is regarded as one of the most influential pioneers in professional Asian American theatre. As
a director, Ms. Chang specializes in intercultural productions including the premieres of Return of the
Phoenix, adapted from the Peking Opera and later premiered on CBS TV’s Festival of Lively Arts;
Ghashiram Kotwal, the Marathi play with music; Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream done as a
Mandarin/English adaptation; Cambodia Agonistes, the music-theatre commission which toured nationally
and to Festivals in Cairo and Johannesburg; 1999’s The Joy Luck Club; 2001’s highly acclaimed
Rashomon which was invited to the Havana Theatre Festival in September 2003; and spring 04’s
KWATZ! The Tibetan Project. She has served on panels for The National Endowment for the Arts, New
York State Council on the Arts, NYC Department of Cultural Affairs, the Fulbright Program, and has been
invited to China, Japan, India, France, Egypt, Singapore, South Africa, and the former Soviet Union.
Awards include the 2004 Alfred Drake Award from Brooklyn College, 2002 Lifetime Achievement Award
from Organization of Chinese Americans, 2002 UrbanStages Honoree, 2001 Lee Reynolds Award from
the League of Professional Theatre Women, 1997 Proclamation from Mayor Guiliani for Asian Heritage
Month, the 1993 NYC Cultural Pioneer Tribute, 1991 Barnard College Medal of Distinction, 1991 JIMMIE
Award from AAPAA, 1988 Special Theatre World Award. She is currently on the Executive Board of
SSDC, the national union for directors and choreographers.
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Julia Cho (Moderator)
Julia Cho’s plays include The Piano Teacher, The Winchester House (The Theatre@Boston Court),
Durango (O’Neill Playwrights Conference and the Ojai Playwrights Conference), BFE (Longwharf Theatre
& Playwrights Horizons), The Architecture of Loss (New York Theatre Workshop), 99 Histories (Cherry
Lane Alternative, Theater Mu), Bay and the Spectacles of Doom (La Jolla Playhouse’s POP Tour). Her
awards include the 2005 Barrie Stavis Award, the 2005 Claire Tow Award from Long Wharf Theatre, and
the 2004 L. Arnold Weissberger Award. She is a graduate of NYU’s Dramatic Writing Program and The
Juilliard School. She is a member of New Dramatists. Her plays are available from Dramatists Play
Service and www.playscripts.com.
Sun Mee Chomet (Showcase Performer)
Sun Mee Chomet is an actor, dancer, and writer currently living in St. Paul, MN. She has most recently
started an Asian-American Women Writer's Collective, begun choreographing a dance-theater piece
exploring the dissolution of the Korean comfort women from Japanese history books, and gathered
together artists for fantastic weekly ultimate frisbee games by the Lakes. Sun Mee has a B.A. in
Sociology & Anthropology from Earlham College and a M.F.A. in Acting from New York University.
Listening to one's own pulse for guidance is what she learned from the politics of higher education.
Ewan Chung (Showcase Performer)
Originally hailing from Virginia, Ewan first performed and wrote for OPM in 1997 in its original Seattle
home. Then he moved to Los Angeles, and luckily OPM followed in 2001. He has coached James Hong
in French for L’Idole, translated the DVD commentary for House of Flying Daggers, and voiced characters
in Cowboy Bebop and the Ghost in the Shell: Stand Alone Complex series. Other film credits include
Showtime and Undiscovered. He’s been making the rounds in TV Land in Sucker Free City, Invasion,
ER, Las Vegas, and the season finale of Bones on May 17th. He was most recently seen as a creepy,
possessed Chinese miner in Stephen King’s Desperation on ABC.
Tim Dang (Steering Committee Member, Moderator)
Tim Dang, Producing Artistic Director for East West Players, has been active with EWP, the nation's
premier Asian American theatre, for the past 26 years as performer, director, producer and mentor. In
July of 1993, he became the organization's third artistic director and led the organization's move to larger
quarters in downtown Los Angeles. The home of East West Players features a professional 240-seat
state of the art theatre (The David Henry Hwang Theatre). Tim's recent directorial credits include Equus
starring George Takei as Martin Dysart and the musical Sweeney Todd, which are part of East West
Players 40th Anniversary Season. The organization has garnered numerous artistic, community service,
and leadership awards as well as critical and popular acclaim.
Alison M. De La Cruz (Open Mic Host, Panelist)
Alison M. De La Cruz is a multidisciplinary community-based artist and cultural organizer living, working,
and healing in the Los Angeles Basin. De La Cruz has performed her poetry and solo theatrical work at
venues throughout the country including: Mark Taper Forum in Los Angeles, Bindlestiff Studio in San
Francisco, the Northwest Asian American Theatre in Seattle, WA, and the Asian Arts Initiative in
Philadelphia, PA. She has also performed at over 30 college and university campuses throughout the
country. De La Cruz has served as an Artist in Residence, for Visual Communications, the HeART
Project, Great Leap Inc., Asian Pacific Islanders for Reproductive Health, the Shakespeare Festival/LA,
FilAm Arts and the Asian Pacific Islander Theatre Project at California State University Polytechnic,
Pomona. De La Cruz was the Writer, Narrator and Associate Producer of the feature-length
documentary, Grassroots Rising: Asian American Working Families in Los Angeles (2005). De La Cruz's
work has also published as part of the anthology, Going Home to a Landscape: Writing by Filipinas (Calyx
Books) and featured as part of the CD LA Enkanto: Pilipin@ Spoken Work and Poetry in Los Angeles.
De La Cruz is currently the Artistic Director at FilAm ARTS, also known as the Association for the
Advancement of Filipino American Arts and Culture producing the annual Festival of Philippine Arts and
Culture, Eskuwela Kultura and working with partner artists and facilitators in the Pilipino Artist Network.
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D'Lo (Showcase Host)
D’Lo is a Tamil Sri Lankan-American, political theatre artist/writer and music producer, currently causing
the most trouble in Los Angeles. Her work includes comedy, hip hop theatre, dance, poetry, and music.
In addition to a B.A. in ethnomusicology from UCLA, she trained in NYC in sound engineering. D'Lo's
career work has included being part of several performance groups; working closely with diverse youth as
a teaching artist; establishing herself as both a solo and collaborative performer internationally and being
published in various magazines and anthologies. In 2004, D'Lo also had a sold-out NYC run of her first
play Ballin With My Bois, a queer hip hop theater piece. Currently, she is touring with her one person
show Ramble-Ations: a One D'Lo Show.
GenerAsian Next (Panelist)
GenerAsian Next is a youth writing and performance group based at the Asian Arts Initiative in
Philadelphia. GenerAsian Next members draw upon their personal and family stories with the goal of
connecting Asian American issues and concerns with a broader vision for a more human and just world.
GenerAsian Next has been honored to perform for audiences at diverse community and arts venues
including the Joseph Papp Public Theater, Yale University, the African American Museum of Philadelphia,
and various high schools throughout Philadelphia.
Jessica Hagedorn (Keynote Speaker)
Jessica Hagedorn was born and raised in the Philippines and came to the United States in her early
teens. Her novels include Dream Jungle, The Gangster of Love, which was nominated for the Irish Times
International Fiction Prize, and Dogeaters, which was nominated for a National Book Award. Hagedorn is
also the author of Danger and Beauty, a collection of poetry and prose, and the editor of Charlie Chan Is
Dead: An Anthology of Contemporary Asian American Fiction and Charlie Chan Is Dead 2: At Home In
The World. Her poetry, plays and prose have been anthologized widely. Hagedorn’s recent work in
theatre includes Stairway to Heaven for Campo Santo in San Francisco, and the stage adaptation of
Dogeaters, which was presented at La Jolla Playhouse and at the NYSF/Public Theater. Upcoming
projects include the musical play, Most Wanted, in collaboration with composer Mark Bennett and director
Michael Greif, which has been commissioned by La Jolla Playhouse; Fe in the Desert, a new play for
Campo Santo; and Three Vampires, a multimedia collaboration with director Ping Chong, a joint
commission by Ping Chong & Company and Ma-Yi Theatre. Grants and awards include a Guggenheim
Fiction Fellowship, a National Endowment for the Arts Creative Writing Fellowship, an NEA-TCG
Playwriting Residency Fellowship, as well as fellowships from the Sundance Playwrights’ Lab and the
Sundance Screenwriters’ Lab.
Amy Hill (Showcase Host)
Amy Hill’s film and television credits include: Reno 911, Frasier, My Wife & Kids, Bernie Mac, Friends, Big
Fat Liar, Next Friday and a regular role as Fanny in the Comedy Central series Stripmall. Her voice work
includes King of the Hill, Lilo & Stitch and Jackie Chan Adventures and a new show for the Cartoon
Network, The Life and Times of Juniper Lee. Of her award-winning one-woman shows; Tokyo Bound
was critically acclaimed across the country, was part of the “Festival of New Voices” at the Public Theater
in New York and was nominated for a ’95 Cable Ace Award, Beside Myself was seen on the mainstage of
L.A.’s Mark Taper Forum, while Reunion (the final chapter of her trilogy) enjoyed a sold out engagement
at the Actors Theater of Louisville’s Flying Solo Festival. Her Broadway debut in Shakespeare’s Twelfth
Night at Lincoln Center aired on PBS’ Live From Lincoln Center. She’s very proud of her association with
LA’s own East West Players and Cornerstone Theatre Company. Recently having co-starred in Cat in
the Hat and Fifty First Dates, Herbie Fully Loaded, and the upcoming You Are Going to Prison with Bob
Odenkirk, she’s been busy guest-starring in television dramas such as Six Feet Under, and Without a
Trace and recurring on Related, The Closer and Nickelodeon’s upcoming series Head to Toe. She was a
regular on this season’s Hot Properties on ABC while her debut series, All American Girl (with Margaret
Cho) on the same network has just been released on DVD. Next up for Amy Hill is a guest starring role
opposite Felicity Huffman on Desperate Housewives.
Fred Ho (Panelist)
Fred Ho is a Chinese American composer, baritone saxophonist, leader of the Afro Asian Music
Ensemble, the Monkey Orchestra and co-leads the Brooklyn Sax Quartet with David Bindman. He has
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over 15 recordings as a leader and a new DVD, The Black Panther Suite. He performs with poets
Magdalena Gomez and Raul Salinas in the Caliente! Circle Around the Sun project. He is currently
working on an opera with writer Quincy Troupe entitled Mr. Mystery: The Return of Sun Ra to Save Planet
Earth and the martial arts samurai sword ballet and music-theater epic Deadly She-Wolf Assassin at
Armageddon! with writer Ruth Margraff, the full stage production for which will premiere June 24-25 at the
Mandel Theater, Drexel University, Philadelphia. Fred Ho has won numerous awards and major
recognitions internationally. In 1988 he was the youngest and first Asian American to receive the Duke
Ellington Distinguished Artist Lifetime Achievement Award from the 17th annual Black Musicians
Conference. In 1996 he and co-editor Ron Sakolsky won an American Book Award for their anthology
Sounding Off! Music as Resistance/Rebellion/Revolution. Fred Ho is the editor of the ground breaking
collection, Legacy to Liberation: Politics and Culture of Revolutionary Asian Pacific America. His current
books are Afro/Asia: Revolutionary Connections between African and Asian Americans co-edited with Bill
Mullen to be published by Duke University Press; and Wicked Theory/Naked Practice: Fred Ho’s
Collected Writings on Radical Political and Cultural Theory, a collection of Ho’s writings over the past 30
years, to be published by the University of Minnesota Press. He is also beginning work on a new
anthology, The Slanted Vagina Monologues: Asian Pacific Women Word Warriors in the Americas.
Velina Hasu Houston (Panelist)
Since her work first appeared Off-Broadway when she was 22, Velina Hasu Houston, Ph.D., has been
recognized as a Japan Foundation Fellow, Rockefeller Foundation Fellow (twice), Sidney F. Brody
Fellow, and James Zumberge Fellow (thrice); been honored by Sidney Poitier and the Pinter Review
Prize for Drama, and received thirteen commissions. Tea and Houston’s other plays have been produced
internationally throughout the U.S and Asia, including at Manhattan Theatre Club, Pasadena Playhouse,
Old Globe Theatre, George Street Playhouse, Pittsburgh Public Theatre, Smithsonian Institution, Whole
Theatre (Olympia Dukakis, producer), NHK (Japan, nationwide), Negro Ensemble Company, Syracuse
Stage, and others. She is a Professor of Theatre, resident playwright, and creator and Director of the
Master of Fine Arts in Dramatic Writing program at the University of Southern California School of
Theatre. Professional memberships include Writers Guild of America, west; Dramatists Guild. Her works
are archived in The Velina Hasu Houston Collection, Huntington Library, San Marino, California. Her
official website is www.velinahasuhouston.com. Two new plays will premiere this fall: The Peculiar and
Sudden Nearness of the Moon at Sacramento Theatre Company and The House of Chaos at Asian
American Repertory Theatre, San Diego. Her new play, Calling Aphrodite, will be featured in the John
Anson Ford Amphitheatre’s Summer Reading Series on July 15, 2006, 1 p.m.
Cheryl Ikemiya (Panelist)
Cheryl Ikemiya is Program Officer for the Arts at the Doris Duke Charitable Foundation. Established in
1996 and with $1.8 billion in assets currently, the Foundation is a national grantsmaking organization.
The mission of the Arts Program is to support performing artists with the creation and the public
performance of their work. Ms. Ikemiya works in the planning, design, management, oversight and
evaluation of the program, which provides approximately $15 million annually to leading performing arts
organizations throughout the country. The program focuses on support to presenting institutions including
jazz presenters, theatres, and national service organizations for re-grant programs that serve individual
artists, companies, ensembles and institutions. Prior to joining the Foundation, Cheryl Ikemiya was the
Assistant Director of the Performing Arts Program at the Japan Society, Inc., national nonprofit, cultural
and educational institution in New York City. She produced and managed the annual season of
traditional and contemporary Japanese performing arts, artists’ residencies, national tours and arts-ineducation programs as well as developed and executed fundraising and marketing strategies. Ms.
Ikemiya managed projects that included commissions, residencies, collaborations and tours. She has a
background in artist management and has taught at the elementary, high school and college levels in the
United States and Japan. Cheryl Ikemiya has a B.A. in Art History from Oberlin College and an M.A. in
Asian Art History from the University of Hawaii. In addition, she has studied at Tsuda Women's College
and Waseda University both in Tokyo, Japan.
Gayle Isa (Steering Committee Member, Moderator, Panelist)
Ms. Isa is the founder and Executive Director of the Asian Arts Initiative, a community-based arts center
that fosters performances, exhibitions, and workshops as a means of building the political and cultural
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voice of Philadelphia's Asian American communities. Gayle currently serves on the Boards of the
Philadelphia Cultural Fund and the National Performance Network. She is honored to be part of the firstever national Asian American Theatre Conference, and is excited for the opportunity to revisit her roots as
a Valley Girl in her hometown of LA.
May Joseph (Panelist)
Ms. Joseph is a theater director, poet and essayist, and author of Nomadic Identities. She teaches
cultural studies at Pratt Institute and is currently working with the Penny Jones Puppet Theater Company.
May has performed, directed, and dramaturged poets theater in India and the United States, and is
completing a critical ethnography of embodiment in downtown Manhattan.
Wil Kahele (Showcase Performer)
Wil Kahele (Pese) is studying at UHM and WCC. His substantial acting credits include many plays and
musicals at DHT, MVT and ACT, including Carousel, Flower Drum Song and Cabaret. He has played in
several films, including The Ride, Silent Years and The Sand Island Drive-In Anthem. He has twice
played King Kalākaua for To the Last Hawaiian Soldier and Sutterfield’s King Kalākaua’s Poker Game.
Other KKT appearances include Cataluna’s Folks You Meet in Long’s, Victoria Kneubuhl’s Fanny and
Belle, Tonouchi’s Gone Feeshing and The Territorial Plays. Wil has transitioned directly from a major role
in Cataluna’s Ulua, Kumu Kahua’s last production, into the demanding central role of Pese in The
Songmaker’s Chair.
Philip Kan Gotanda (Keynote Speaker)
Over the last two and a half decades, playwright Philip Kan
Gotanda has been a major influence in the broadening of
our definition of theater in America. Through his plays and
advocacy, he has been instrumental in bringing stories of
Asians in the United States to mainstream American theater
as well as to Europe and Asia. Mr. Gotanda wrote the text
and directed the production of Maestro Kent Nagano’s
Manzanar: An American Story, an original symphonic work
with dialogue. He is creating a new work, After the War, for
American Conservatory Theatre. ATW chronicles San
Francisco’s Japantown in the late 40’s when Japanese
Americans returning from internment camps encountered a
flourishing African American jazz scene. It opens in
February of 2007. A Japanese translation of his play,
Opening Keynote Address- Playwright Philip
Sisters Matsumoto, opened in Tokyo last year with the
Kan Gotanda offers his personal anecdotes
Mingei Geikidan Company. He is writing a new play, 4
on the history of Asian American theatre and
performance.
Chinks and a Dyke, for Asian American Theater Company.
Mr. Gotanda is also a respected independent filmmaker; his
works are seen in film festivals around the world. His most recent film, Life Tastes Good, was originally
presented at the Sundance Film Festival and can presently be seen on the Independent Film Channel.
Along with executive producer, Dale Minami, and producer, Diane Takei, he is currently developing his
newest film with their production company, Joe Ozu Films. Mr. Gotanda holds a law degree from
Hastings College of Law, studied pottery in Japan with the late Hiroshi Seto and resides in Berkeley with
his actress-producer wife, Diane Takei. His websites are www.philipkangotanda.com and
www.lifetastesgoodmovie.com.
Robert Karimi (Showcase Performer, Panelist)
Robert Karimi is an Iranian/Guatemalan travieso, a troublemaker. His site-specific performance work has
been featured at the Artspace, Galeria de la Raza, Yerba Buena Arts Center, La Peña Cultural Center,
the Oakland Museum, and as part of a lecture series at the Smithsonian Institute. He has collaborated
with Pangea World Theater, Freestreet, and Guillermo Gomez Peña. Featured on HBO’s Def Poetry Jam,
a national poetry slam champion, and a recipient of numerous National Performanc e Network
residencies, Karimi received the Illinois Arts Council fellowship in recognition for his excellence in New
Performance Forms. He received the 2005 NPN Creation Fund to create an improv/cooking show about a
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revolutionary chef who fights injustice with his cooking spoon and revolutionary recipes of good eating
and good living (which he is getting ready for 2006 with Pangea World Theater). His work includes
comedy, hip hop theater, visual art, spoken word, and performance art. Karimi facilitates performance
workshops all over the world and specializes in work with disabled, disenfranchised youth. Karimi’s past,
present, and future reflections/work can be found at kaoticgood.com.
Mia Katigbak (Steering Committee Member, Moderator)
Ms. Katigbak is the Artistic Producing Director and co-founder of NAATCO (National Asian American
Theatre Company). She and NAATCO are the recent recipients of the Actors Equity’s Rosetta LeNoire
Award. She has acted with NAATCO in Ivanov, as Creon in Antigone, Eyes of the Heart, and Long Day’s
Journey, among others. Other NY acting credits include American Hwangap (Lark BareBones); Tight
Embrace (Intar); Light Raise the Roof, Architecture of Loss (NYTW); Dogeaters, Sound and Beauty
(Public Theatre); Last of the Suns; Flipzoids; Middle Finger; Swooney Planet (Ma-Yi Theatre); 99
Histories (Cherry Lane Alternative); Love Seats for Virginia Woolf (A:D/B Project Space); Women’s
Project; Pan-Asian Rep; New Federal Theatre; and Henry Street Settlement. Regional credits include
McTeague (Berkeley Repertory Theater). Ms. Katigbak has directed Thornton Wilder’s Our Town,
Chekhov’s Swan Song (NAATCO); at Playwrights Horizons’ Playwriting Workshop; and the Writers’
Theatre; and her production work has been seen at Westside Arts Theatre, Theatre for a New Audience,
and Pan-Asian Rep. She holds a B.A. from Barnard College, and an M.A. from Columbia University’s
Graduate School for Arts and Sciences.
Charles Kim (Showcase Performer)
A native Angelino, Charles has been in every single OPM show for the past 8 years, since his days of law
school and practice in Seattle. He still practices by day—immigration law and deportation defense—and
leads the life of a striving actor. You may recognize him from somewhere, say, a Rite-Aid commercial, an
episode of Animal Planet's Animal Kidding, or defending your relative in court (hopefully not...). Perhaps
you'll catch him muttering something briefly, opposite Samantha Morton, in an upcoming film,
Expired. Kinehara. For all these possibilities and countless others, he thanks God, Mom, family, friends,
and the inspiration of everyday living, with a very special shout-out to Boopi.
Shishir Kurup (Showcase Host, Panelist)
Shishir Kurup is an actor, writer, director, composer and member of Cornerstone Theatre Company. He
recently received a TIME Grant for his body of work from ASK Theatre. His verse play, Merchant on
Venice, won California Arts Council, Kennedy Center and TCG awards and was work-shopped in New
York in September at the Lark Theatre. Shishir’s film and television credits include: Coneheads, Trigger
Effect, City of Angels, The Zeroes, The Prime Gig, Turbans, Alias, Six Feet Under, West Wing, Monk,
Miss Match, A Day without a Mexican and he will soon be seen in the feature Synergy. Shishir wrote and
directed his first feature film for Cornerstone this summer called Sharif Don’t Like it, examining the impact
of the Patriot Act on individual lives and should have a screening early next spring.
Dan Kwong (Panelist)
Dan Kwong is an award-winning solo multimedia performance artist whose work has been presented all
across the U.S. and in England, Hong Kong, Thailand, Cambodia, Indonesia, Mexico, Canada and China.
His first book, From Inner Worlds to Outer Space: The Multimedia Performances of Dan Kwong, has been
published by University of Michigan Press. He currently serves as Board Chair for Highways Performance
Space and is Project Director of The Collaboratory for Great Leap Inc. He is a Resident Artist at the 18th
Street Arts Center, and a graduate of the School of the Art Institute of Chicago. On July 8th he will be
reading a new work as part of the Summer Play Reading series at [INSIDE] the Ford, John Anson Ford
Amphitheatre. His website is www.dankwong.com.
Daniel Lee (Showcase Performer)
Daniel Lee is a San Francisco-based actor who was last seen as Burton in the New Conservatory
Theater Center's production of Burn This. He has worked extensively with the Asian American Theater
Company and performed the role of James in the world premiere of Sean Lim's F.O.P. Daniel is a
founding member of San Francisco's award-winning comedy group Killing My Lobster, appearing in over
20 of its original stage productions in theaters across the Bay Area, New York City, Los Angeles, Seattle,
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and Chicago, playing close to 200 different roles and twice wearing skin-tight plastic pants. He played the
title role in the West Coast premiere of Alexander Dremann's The Cheever Tapes and Joe in the world
premiere of On the Farm by Brian Perkins and Colin McGrath. Film credits include the Sundance Film
Festival selection Sunday Afternoon, South by Southwest selection One Thousand Years, and the
upcoming independent feature Welcome Space Brothers. Television credits include Nash Bridges.
Daniel is a graduate of Brown University.
Esther Kim Lee (Panelist)
Dr. Lee (PhD, Ohio State University) teaches courses in Asian American theatre, modern theatre,
American ethnic theatre, and graduate seminars in theatre history, literature, and criticism. She is also a
core teaching faculty in the Asian American Studies Program at UIUC. She is the author of A History of
Asian American Theatre (forthcoming, Cambridge University Press), which is based on over sixty
interviews with Asian American theatre artists and administrators around the country. Her publications
have appeared in Theatre Journal, Theatre Survey, Modern Drama, and Journal of Asian American
Studies. Her research specialties are Asian American theatre, Asian theatre, ethnic theatre, American
theatre, and dramatic theory.
Grace C. Lee (Steering Committee Member, Panelist)
Grace C. Lee recently served as Talent Producer for the first televised 5th Annual Asian Excellence
Awards and has produced the previous 3rd and 4th annual Concerts of Excellence in NY, to recognize the
contributions of Asian Americans in the arts. She is the former Executive Director of Second Generation
(2g), a nonprofit Asian American theater company dedicated to developing new works and playwrights,
and now serves as Resident Producer. She has produced The Wedding Banquet: The Musical’s
developmental tour in Asia and Seattle in 2003, and 2g’s original rock musical about six generations of
the Asian American experience, Making Tracks. Other producing projects include the off-Broadway hit,
The Karaoke Show, 2g After Dark series, In the Works development series, Songs from Making Tracks,
and production managing the The Wedding Banquet: The Musical and Making Tracks albums. Grace has
held senior positions in the corporate world in design/internet companies and continues to work as an
independent consultant/producer. She graduated from Cornell University with a degree in
communication.
Young Jean Lee (Panelist)
Young Jean Lee has directed her plays at P.S. 122 (Pullman, WA), Soho Rep (The Appeal), and the
Ontological-Hysteric Theater (Groundwork of the Metaphysic of Morals). She has worked with Radiohole
(None of It) and performed with the National Theater of the United States of America (What's That On My
Head?!?). She is a member of New Dramatists and 13P, a resident artist at BAX, and has an MFA from
Mac Wellman's playwriting program at Brooklyn College. In 2006, Samuel French will publish Three Plays
by Young Jean Lee. She is the 2005-2006 recipient of a Foundation for Contemporary Arts Individual
Artist Award and the 2006 recipient of grants from the Rockefeller MAP Foundation and Greenwall
Foundation. She will direct Songs of the Dragons Flying to Heaven at HERE in September 2006 and
Church at PS 122 in April 2007. She will present Pullman, WA in Slovenia in December 2006 and Songs
of the Dragons Flying to Heaven at the Warhol Museum in Pittsburgh in 2007.
Stephanie Lein Walseth (Steering Committee Member, Moderator)
Stephanie has served as the Managing Director for Mu Performing Arts, a Minneapolis-based Asian
American theater and taiko drumming company, since September 2003. Prior to, and during her tenure at
Mu, she has worked in various capacities (as an actor, director, stage manager, dramaturge, and intern)
with companies throughout the Twin Cities including Mu, the Guthrie Theater, Playwrights’ Center,
Theatre in the Round, Starting Gate Productions, Theatre Unbound, Frank Theatre, and Chaos Theories;
and in Maine at the Portland Stage Company. She received her training in arts management through
professional development opportunities with the Minnesota Council of Nonprofits, Minnesota Nonprofits
Assistance Fund, and through the Capacity Building Program for Culturally Specific Performing Arts
Organizations, led by Michael Kaiser, the President of the Kennedy Center for Performing Arts in
Washington D.C. She holds a BA in Theatre from Augsburg College in Minneapolis, and will return to
school this fall to earn her MA/PhD in Theatre Historiography from the University of Minnesota.
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Sean Lim (Steering Committee Member, Moderator)
Sean Lim currently serves as the Artistic Director of the Asian American Theater Company. He has
directed and produced over 20 productions including Tea by Velina Hasu Houston, Letters to a Student
Revolutionary by Elizabeth Wong, Under the Rainbow by Philip Kan Gotanda and Question 27, Question
28 by Chay Yew. His play, F.O.P. (Fresh Off the Plane), premiered in 2005 and received the Roar of the
Crowd Award. In his free time, Sean is currently hosting a TV show called The Job airing on TV Korea.
Sean attended Stanford University where he directed the Asian American Theatre Project, a theater
company founded by AATC and Stanford alumnus David Henry Hwang. He is the recipient of the 2001
Community Building Award by the Stanford Asian Pacific American Alumni Club.
Jeff Liu (Panelist)
Jeff Liu is Literary Manager at East West Players and Resident Director for Lodestone Theatre Ensemble. He
graduated Phi Beta Kappa from UC Berkeley and earned his MFA at UCLA. Directing credits include FOB,
the Noh play Matsukaze, The Art of Waiting, Exit the Dragon, the Lodestone inaugural production of Texas,
Murderobilia (from American Monsters), Terminus Americana (Ovation Award nominee for Best World
Premiere), Solve for X, and The Golden Hour. As an actor, he has appeared in such plays as Paper Angels,
The Pajama Game, The Respectful Prostitute, 12-1-A (with Garrett Wang and Nobu McCarthy), The
Adventures of B.Y.O.Boy, Aziatik Nation, Romeo and Juliet, and the upcoming One Nation Under God
(August 2006). An Asian American feature he co-wrote, Charlotte Sometimes, was nominated for two IFP
Spirit Awards. He also appeared in the short films Beautiful and Harlequin, and directed two more, Qi Lime
Pie and Great Moments in Asian American History.
James Lontayao (Showcase Performer)
James Lontayao is proud to return to the Asian American Theatre Company, where he was also seen in
Sleeper by Samantha Chanse and Jeannie Barroga’s Banyan. He is a member of the
RubberMatchSeriez Troupe, and has worked with other Bay Area productions such as Impossible
Productions (The Twilight Zone One Act) and BindleStiff Studios (The Love Edition). This fall, James will
have two short films on the festival circuit, Afterplay and Pleasant Company. James is a graduate of the
Foothill Theatre Conservatory.
Adriel Luis (Panelist)
Adriel Luis is a writer, spoken word artist, and the Web & Graphics Coordinator at Youth Speaks, a
literary arts non-profit based in San Francisco. He is the founder of iLL-Literacy, a spoken word collective
based in the Bay Area. In 2004 he won the title of San Francisco Slam Champion and performed at the
National Poetry Slam as a part of the San Francisco Slam Team. He has performed throughout the
United States and in Paris, and his work has been featured in numerous platforms, including My Words
Consume Me, Tea Party Magazine, PBS’ Quest for Excellence, The Oprah Winfrey Show, Hyphen
Magazine, UPN, KPFA, HBO, KDVS, the Living Word Festival, and the Hip-Hop Theater Festival. In Fall
2005, Adriel co-produced and co-directed iLL-Literacy’s debut stage production, Approaching Twilight,
sponsored in part by the UC Davis Theater & Dance Department. In 2005 his poem Slip of the Tongue
was adapted by filmmaker Karen Lum. The film has since received national acclaim, with screenings in
over 50 film festivals including the San Francisco Asian American Film Festival, the Women of Color Film
Festival, and the San Francisco International Film Festival, and is the winner of two Northern California
EMMY Awards. In 2006 Adriel released his first book of poetry, How to Make Juice, published by First
Word Press. Adriel received his B.S. in Community & Regional Development with a minor in Asian
American Studies from the University of California, Davis. Visit his websites at youthspeaks.org,
adrizzle.com and ill-literacy.com.
Cynthia Mayeda (Moderator)
Cynthia Mayeda has been the Deputy Director for Institutional Advancement at the Brooklyn Museum
since 1998. Prior to 1998, Cynthia‘s major consulting assignments included service as Senior Advisor to
the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and the New England Foundation for the Arts, Acting Director of the
National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) Dance Program, and Interim Managing Director of Crossroads
Theatre Company. Cynthia continues to accept selected consulting assignments and her clients have
included the Pew Charitable Trusts; TCG; New York Theatre Workshop; The Actors Studio; NYC Gay
Men’s Chorus; Reboot and the Baryshnikov Dance Foundation. A recognized meeting facilitator, Cynthia
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has guided numerous important regional and national discussions for TCG; Jacob’s Pillow Dance
Festival; New York Grantmakers in the Arts; Arts International; and The Howard Gilman Foundation,
among others. From 1982-1994, Cynthia worked for the former Dayton Hudson Foundation (renamed
Target), and served as Chair from 1990-1994. She is a founding board member of Grantmakers in the
Arts and currently serves on the board of the Jerome Foundation, which supports the creation of new
work by emerging artists in New York City and Minnesota.
Nobuko Miyamoto (Panelist)
Nobuko Miyamoto is an artist who uses her songs, theater works and dances as a healing and unifying
force. Originally a dancer on Broadway and in films such as Flower Drum Song and West Side Story, she
found her own voice as an activist in the Asian American movement, co-creating the milestone album, A
Grain of Sand. In 1978 she founded Great Leap, a multicultural arts organization, producing works such
as A Slice of Rice, Frijoles and Greens, and her one-person shows A Grain of Sand and Journey of the
Dandelion. Creating within communities has been key to Nobuko’s work. Her TO ALL RELATIONS
PROJECT created a harvest dance for Detroit’s urban garden movement; a theater piece with Mexican,
Jewish and Japanese with residents of LA’s Boyle Heights; and a musical Sacred Moon Songs with
stories of Muslim, Mexican and Japanese communities. Nobuko is a recent winner of the Ford
Foundation’s Leadership for a Changing World award for her work using the arts for social change.
Michael Molina (Panelist)
Born and raised in New Orleans, Michael Otieno Molina is a performer, activist, and educator residing in
the San Francisco Bay Area. A 1997 magna cum laude graduate of Xavier University of Louisiana in
English, Michael studied in the American Studies Ph.D. program of New York University before attending
and ultimately receiving a J.D. from Yale Law School in June 2002. Since working for two years on public
policy advocacy for the Books Not Bars project of the Ella Baker Center for Human Rights in Oakland,
California, Michael has worked with the ROOTS project of the national non-profit arts and advocacy
organization Community Works. The ROOTS project facilitates high school students’ personal healing
through creative writing and performance. A successful Bay Area slam poet, Michael has self published
Purgatory Stories, a bio-creative novella and performance piece set in the rich cultural landscape of New
Orleans before the tragedy of Hurricane Katrina. His writings and reflections can be viewed at
www.talkindrum.blogspot.com.
Shyamala Moorty (Showcase Performer)
Shyamala Moorty is an interdisciplinary artist
and activist with a background in dance, theater,
and visual art. The Next Big Bang is featuring
excerpts of her interdisciplinary solo show,
RISE, acclaimed as a “tour de force” by the LA
Times (1/17/04). RISE is featured on the Artist
Roster of TeAda Productions, www.teada.org.
Shyamala also works with the Post Natyam
Collective, which she co-founded in order to
explore Contemporary Indian Dance and
Performance on a continuum of tradition and
innovation, theory and aesthetics, and art and
activism, www.postnatyam.net. Post Natyam is
touring their first show, Meet the Goddess, in
Europe and India in Fall 2006. Shyamala has
Showcase Performancelectured at UCLA's World Arts and Cultures
RISE by Shyamala Moorty (Los Angeles, CA)
Department and CSU Pomona’s Institute of New
Dance and Cultures. She also works as an
artist in residence in public schools across
Southern California through the Los Angeles Music Center and the Orange County Performing Arts
Center. As a cultural worker and activist, she designed and coordinated a South Asian summer arts
development program, YouthWallah, and was the first Executive Director of WYSE (Women and Youth
Supporting Each Other), a national mentoring program for young women. Shyamala holds an M.F.A. in
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dance and a B.A. in International Development Studies and World Arts and Cultures, all from UCLA. For
more information on Shyamala Moorty, go to www.shyamalamoorty.net.
Dipankar Mukherjee (Steering Committee Member)
Dipankar Mukherjee is a professional director originally from Calcutta, India. He brings with him
international experience and intensive training in both classical literature and directing. In India, he has
directed plays in English, Hindi, Bengali and other Indian languages and taken his work to the streets of
India to create socially relevant work. He is the Artistic Director of Pangea World Theater. Dipankar is on
several non-profit boards such as the Minnesota Advocates for Human Rights and the Irwin Andrew and
Porter Foundation. He has worked at the Young Vic in London, the Alliance Theater in Atlanta, Cleveland
Playhouse and Karamu House in Cleveland, Nevada Conservatory Theater in Las Vegas, Nevada Arts
Council. Dipankar has worked with dancers from classical and contemporary backgrounds in India,
Canada and the U.S. to create inter-disciplinary, cross-cultural work. He has also created the
scenography for many performances. Dipankar has worked extensively with Praxis International in Duluth
to create performances and workshops on domestic violence that are created to impact legislation in the
U.S. Dipankar has been awarded the Twin Cities International Citizens Award in 2001 by the Cities of
Minneapolis and St. Paul for contributions in the area of human rights and international co-operation as
well as an Excellence for the Arts Award by the Council of Asian Pacific Minnesotans in 2004. Dipankar
recently received the 2005 Bush Leadership award to train with non-violence and peace methodologies at
the local, national and international level.
Ken Narasaki (Moderator)
Ken Narasaki is an actor/writer and a founding member of the Asian Pacific American Media Coalition,
which is working in concert with the NAACP, the Latino Media Coalition and Native Americans in Film and
TV to help foster diversity on prime time television. He chaired the Committee for Racial Equality for the
Bay Area Advisory Council of Actors Equity, and has been involved in diversity issues since 1988. He
directed nine scenes for the 2003 CBS APA Actors Showcase, and assembled a panel of nine prominent
Asian American academics, activists, and artists for a filmed round table discussion about Asian images
and stereotypes for Fox Movie Channel. He was also an artistic associate and literary manager for East
West Players from 1995 until 2003. As an actor, he played the lead character in a primetime German
network series (Zwei Profis); he has a prominent role in the feature film, Only the Brave, and was featured
in Chay Yew's A Winter People at the Boston Court Theatre, and in the international co-production of The
Theory of Everything for the Singapore Repertory Theatre and East West Players of Los Angeles. He's
appeared in over 50 plays, including over 20 with the Asian American Theater Company of San Francisco
(DramaLogue Award for Performance in Yankee Dawg You Die), as well as the Berkeley Repertory
Theater, San Francisco Shakespeare Festival, the Mark Taper Forum, the Sundance Institute, and many
others. Film and TV appearances include Judging Amy, America's Most Wanted, Party of Five, and The
Bold and the Beautiful. His play, Ghosts and Baggage, had its world premiere at LATC and was read at
the Mark Taper Forum ATW, ASK Theatre Projects, and most recently, San Diego Asian American
Repertory in 2003. Innocent When You Dream won the 2006 Kumu Kahua Pacific/Rim Award and has
had staged readings at EWP, Theatre Mu, the San Diego Asian American Theatre Repertory, and the
Japanese American National Museum.
Meena Natarajan (Steering Committee Member, Moderator)
Meena Natarajan has guided the artistic and administrative growth of Pangea World Theater as its
Executive and Literary Director since 1995. She also serves in the Network of Ensemble Theater Board
and is on the Traveling Council of the national American Festival Project. She is the past President of
Women Playwrights International and has helped organize a conference in Manila, Philippines. As a
playwright, her scripts have been professionally produced both in India and the U.S. She has created,
written and performed in mainstage and street theater pieces in India raising issues such as social
injustice, corruption and dowry deaths as well as been commissioned by the Minnesota Advocates for
Human Rights, Amnesty International and the Humphrey Institute at the University of Minnesota. She
has written several full length works for Pangea, ranging from adaptations of poetry and mythology
to original works dealing with war, personal and collective memory and the role of the media. Her most
recent project with Pangea was Entrances and Exits, a devised work based on spirituality and
consciousness. She has received several grants from the Playwrights Center and Minnesota State Arts
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Board and, most recently, received the Theatre Communications Group Extended Collaboration grant in
2004 to travel to India, Pakistan and England for her play based on the migration of people during the
partition of India. She has been awarded the International Citizens Award by the Cities of Minneapolis
and St. Paul in 2000 and a Special Recognition Award from the Minnesota Advocates for Human Rights
in 2005.
Rick Noguchi (Panelist)
Rick Noguchi serves as the Program Officer, Arts and Human Development, at the California Community
Foundation. In this capacity he is responsible for supervision of major projects, community outreach and
ascertainment, project management and facilitation, and grant specific activities. Major responsibilities
include program development and management, proposal review, research, special projects, community
and donor relations, and grant monitoring. With twelve years of experience in the nonprofit sector, Rick
has served in a variety of programming, fundraising and management positions with the Arizona
Humanities Council, the Japanese American National Museum, the UCLA Extension Writers’ Program,
and the UCLA Anderson School of Management. He holds a Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing from
Arizona State University and is currently completing a Masters of Business Administration from
Pepperdine University. He received a B.A. from California State University, Long Beach where he
majored in English with a minor in American Indian Studies. He is a national award-winning poet with two
collections The Wave He Caught (Pearl Editions 1995) and The Ocean Inside Kenji Takezo (University of
Pittsburgh Press 1996). He also co-wrote a children’s book Flowers from Mariko (Lee & Low 2001) with
his wife Deneen Jenks. His poetry has been included in several anthologies such as Asian American
Poetry: The Next Generation; American Poetry: The Next Generation; and The New Young American
Poets.
Jorge Ortoll (Steering Committee Member, Panelist)
Jorge assumed the position of Executive Director for Ma-Yi Theater Company in 1991, and has, up
through 2004, produced all of its productions and overseen its steady growth and respect in the industry
and the communities it serves. He believes that the bedrocks of longevity for an arts organization,
besides artistic excellence, are fiscal responsibility and responsiveness to the communities that it is
important to. He holds an M.B.A. degree from Columbia University and a B.A. in Economics and
Accounting from Holy Cross College. While a junior executive at Citibank in Manila, where he is originally
from, he was bitten by the theatre bug and has not looked back. As an actor, director and stage
manager, he has worked with National Asian American Theatre Company, La Mama ETC, Public
Theater, Repertory Philippines, and Terre de Scene in Liguge, France, among others. He has served as
panelist for the Nancy Quinn Fund of the Alliance of Resident Theatres in New York, and has represented
the United States in the bi-annual conventions of ITI (International Theater Institute) in Athens (2002),
Tampico, Mexico (2004) and Manila (2006). Among the works he has produced for Ma-Yi: Wave by Sung
Rno (2004), Last of the Suns by Alice Tuan (2003),
The Romance of Magno Rubio by Lonnie Carter
(2002), The Square (2001), Watcher and Middle
Finger by Han Ong (2000-2001 Season),
Nikimalika/L’il Brown Brothers by Chris Millado (2000),
Brecht’s Mother Courage and Her Children, adapted
by Rodolfo Carlos Vera (1999), Peregrinasyon by
Chris Millado and Theory of Everything by Prince
Gomolvilas, A Portrait of the Artist as Filipino by Nick
Joaquin, Flipzoids by Ralph Pena (1996), and
Pinaytok by Chris Millado (1003), among others.
Gigi Otálvaro-Hormillosa (Showcase Performer,
Panelist)
Gigi Otálvaro-Hormillosa is a San Francisco-based
interdisciplinary performance artist, video artist,
cultural activist, curator and percussionist of Filipino
and Colombian descent. She is originally from Miami,
Florida and received her B.A. from Brown University

Showcase Performance- Gigi Otálvaro-Hormillosa
performs Dimension of IS: A Spectacular Future,
co-created by Gigi Otálvaro-Hormillosa and
Heather Cox Carducci
(San Francisco, CA)
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where she created an independent concentration entitled "Hybridity and Performance." She has worked
with non-profit arts organizations and HIV prevention service agencies such as the Lavender Youth
Recreation and Information Center, Proyecto ContraSIDA Por Vida, New Langton Arts, Galería de la
Raza, the Queer Cultural Center, Asian American Theater Company and the Asian Pacific Islander
Cultural Center. She has worked on various artistic collaborations under the mentorship and direction of
performing artists such as Pearl Ubungen, Guillermo Gomez-Peña, Elia Arce and Afia Walking Tree. Her
work in performance, video and writing has been presented nationally and internationally. She has
received grants from the Franklin Furnace Fund for Performance Art (2000-2001), the San Francisco Art
Commission Cultural Equity Grants Program, the Potrero Nuevo Fund Prize and the Zellerbach Family
Fund.
Nicky Paraiso (Showcase Performer)
Nicky Paraiso (actor, musician, performance artist and writer) is currently Performance Curator at The
Club at the La MaMa Experimental Theater (East Village, New York City) and is responsible for its surge
of theater, new music, dance and cabaret programming. He has been a prolific actor at La MaMa and the
New York downtown theater and performance scene since 1979. Paraiso has been a member of
Meredith Monk/The House and Vocal Ensemble (1981-1990), touring extensively throughout the United
States, Europe and Japan. He has worked as an actor and musical director with playwright/actor/director
Jeff Weiss and his partner Carlos Ricardo Martinez since 1979, and has performed with Yoshiko Chuma
and the School of Hard Knocks since 1988. Nicky has also been a critically-acclaimed solo performance
artist, whose one-man shows Asian Boys, Houses and Jewels and House/Boy have been presented at
Dixon Place, P.S.122, Dance Theatre Workshop, La MaMa ETC and on tour in the United States.
House/Boy was recently presented in Minneapolis at Pillsbury House Theater as part of its Late-Night
Series (November 2005). Paraiso's awards include a 1987 BESSIE Award, a NYSCA Performance Art
Initiative Grant, a 2004 Spencer Cherashore Fund grant for mid-career actors and a 2005 New York
Innovative Theater Award. Nicky is a graduate of Oberlin College and Conservatory, and holds an M.F.A.
from New York University's Graduate Acting Program.
Juliana Hu Pegues (Keynote Speaker, Panelist)
Born in Taiwan and raised in Alaska, Juliana Hu Pegues has grown up to be a tree-hugging, garlicchopping, brick-throwing, dog-walking, rabble-rousing, pen-wielding hapa Chinese poet, playwright and
performer. Her work has been published in various journals and anthologies, and her one-woman shows:
Made In Taiwan, First the Forest, and Fifteen were presented respectively by the Walker Art Center, the
Jerome Foundation Performance Art Commission and Intermedia Arts. Juliana is a former Associate
Artistic Director for the woman of color theater company Mama Mosaic, and co-wrote and acted in
Mosaic’s most recent production Bride/price. She was also a co-playwright (with Kathryn Haddad) of
Mizna’s production of With Love from Ramallah, the premiere Arab American theater production in the
upper Midwest. She performs her poetry and prose at high schools, colleges, conferences, cafes and
community centers across the country, as a solo artist and also with her crew Mango Tribe, an Asian
Pacific Islander American women’s performance collective. Juliana has also spent over fifteen years as a
community organizer, for such groups as Asian Immigrant Women Advocates, Women Against Military
Madness, Asian American Renaissance, Guerrilla Wordfare, the Women’s Prison Book Project, and
Asian Pacific Lesbian and Bisexual Women-Twin Cities.
Chon Phoeuk (Panelist)
Chon Phoeuk is a Cambodian/Laotian artist born in Chonburi, Thailand, currently studying Fashion
Design at the Art Institute of Philadelphia. She is an independent designer fascinated with all facets of the
creative arts. Her label Whim Designs can be seen at www.whimdesigns.net. She is currently an Archival
& Gallery Intern at the Asian Arts Initiative and is coordinating an oral history video documentary entitled
Precious Places. An alum of the Asian Arts Initiative's GenerAsian Next teen theater troop, she has since
traveled to local high schools to lead workshops and recruit Asian American youths to participate in the
arts. In her spare time she thoroughly enjoys volunteering, watching way too much anime, and eating
entire bags of hot potato chips.
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Uzma Z. Rizvi (Panelist)
Uzma teaches at Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, NY and is completing a Ph.D. in Anthropology/Archaeology,
from the University of Pennsylvania. Uzma has been working in theater and documentary in NYC since
2001 and in Philadelphia since 1994. Uzma was also a host and producer for the show Banana Chutney
Mix on 89.3 FM (NJ) for five years. Uzma has most recently co-produced a series of readings for the
South Asian Film and Theater Festival, Queens Museum of Art (QMA); through RASA Theater, Inc., she
produced the 2005 reading of Deepa Purohit’s play Exiled. Additionally, she directed the 2004 summer
projects for RASA Theater, Inc.’s Art/Music/Text reading series for Fatal Love at the QMA, including a
piece in the fall season for the IAAC-sponsored Tendulkar Festival in which she directed Vijay
Tendulkar’s Mitrachi Goshta. As a founding member and Artistic Director for RASA Theater, Inc., she
spearheaded the community outreach program, allowing for new works and voices to be integrated
through programming with other cultural institutions; as well as created the Literary Wing through which
new plays were provided space for growth and development. Uzma’s most acclaimed dramaturgical
adaptation was that of Eugene O’Neil’s Abortion, reset in 1855 Calcutta, as a part of RASA Theater’s
Winter 2004 showcase of two one acts “Abortion/End of the Apurnas” (Theater Row, NYC). Uzma has
served on numerous selection committees for various theatre festivals, literary wings, and academic
fellowships. Currently, Uzma serves on the board of the Friends of Fulbright India.
Gary San Angel (Panelist)
Mr. San Angel is a bi-coastal performance artist and director whose work focuses on the unique stories of
Asian American lives. He was a founding member of two companies, Dan Kwong’s Everything You Ever
Wanted to Know About Asian Men-But Didn’t Give Enough of a Shit to Ask in Los Angeles, and Peeling
the Banana in New York, and played an instrumental role in forming Jook Songs at Yale University and
Something to Say and GenerAsian Next at the Asian Arts Initiative in Philadelphia. He is the recipient of a
Van Lier Fellowship in directing at the Second Stage Theatre in New York City in 1997 and an
Independence Foundation Fellowship in the Arts in 2001. His work has also won grant support from the
National Endowment for the Arts, the National Performance Network, the Mid-Atlantic Arts Foundation,
and the Pennsylvania Council on the Arts. He has taught acting at the Community College of Philadelphia
and continues his work as a theater artist and facilitator at the Asian Arts Initiative.
Ova Saopeng (Showcase Performer)
Ova Saopeng is an actor, playwright and performing artist. He escaped as a refugee from war-torn Laos
in 1979 and was raised in Honolulu, Hawaii. A graduate of the University of Southern California, where he
received his B.A. in Theater, he has since made himself known with many theater companies nationally.
Recently he is working on the film project Disney’s Pirates of the Caribbean 3. In 2001 he was a guest
artist with The Children’s Theater Company in Minneapolis on the production of Dragonwings based on
the Newbery Award winning book by Laurence Yep. In that same year he also worked with the Mark
Taper Forum/P.L.A.Y. production of Wondrous Tales of Old Japan, a kabuki American adaptation of
Japanese folk tales written and directed by David Furumoto. He has performed for East West Players, the
oldest Asian American Theatre Company in the nation. He has toured with hereandnow Theatre
Company, an Asian American Theater troupe that traveled to the nation’s colleges and universities such
as Stanford University, UCLA, USC, UC-San Diego, Duke University, University of Illinois-Champaign
Urbana, University of Colorado-Boulder, SUNY-Buffalo, Michigan State University, Loyola UniversityChicago and many others. He is an active member of We Tell Stories and a founding member of Waters
Edge Theater, both are children’s theater companies based in Southern California that perform in schools
throughout Los Angeles, Orange, San Bernardino, San Diego, Ventura and Riverside counties. By
working with TeAda Productions he created Welcome to LSL, Lao as a Second Language, a solo
performance work that explores the struggles of a Lao refugee forced to learn a new tongue. It twists and
confronts the difficulties that is the experience of ESL. Additionally, he was assistant director in the
performance of Native Immigrant at the Japan America Theatre.
Rick Shiomi (Steering Committee Member, Moderator, Panelist)
As a playwright and director, Rick Shiomi has been one of the leading figures of the Asian American
theater movement since the early 1980's. Relocating to Minnesota in the 1990's, he was one of the
founders of Theater Mu and is presently the Artistic Director of the company under its new name, Mu
Performing Arts. Mr. Shiomi's plays include the award winning Yellow Fever, Rosie's Cafe, Uncle Tadao,
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Play Ball, Mask Dance, The Raven In The Starfruit Tree, The Tale of the Dancing Crane, and Song of the
Pipa. He also co-authored The Walleye Kid and the book for The Walleye Kid: The Musical with Sundraya
Kase, Hmong Tiger Tales with Cha Yang, Temple of Dreams with Marcus Quiniones and The Magic Bus
To Asian Folktales with Cha Yang and Jaz Canlas. Mr. Shiomi’s plays have been produced off-Broadway,
in Tokyo, at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival, by Mu Performing Arts, and by the major Asian American
theater companies. He has taught playwriting at the David Henry Hwang Writers' Institute in Los Angeles
and in the Many Voices Program at the Playwrights' Center in Minnesota, and has written screenplays for
film and television. Mr. Shiomi's directing credits include work at Mu Performing Arts, the Asian American
Theater Company in San Francisco, and at Interact Theater in Philadelphia. He recently received an
Award for Leadership and Excellence in the Arts from the State Council of Asian Pacific Minnesotans.
SickStep (Showcase Performer)
Before MTV and million-dollar recording
contracts, there was rhymin' in the park.
Before professional hip hop
choreographers and hip hop dance
classes, there was breakin' on the
sidewalk. SickStep is a hip hop dance
crew that focuses as much on where hip
hop has been, as where it is going.
SickStep is a close-knit family of dancers,
a band of brothers, influenced by the
foundations of hip hop, experimenting with
unique and abstract styles of movement.
SickStep members have been featured on
Fox TV’s So You Think You Can Dance; J
Showcase Performance- Lost Boys by SickStep presented
Lo, Papa Roach, and Black Eyed Peas
on behalf of East West Players (Los Angeles, CA)
music videos; as well as commercials,
movies and episodic TV. This group of multi-talented, young performers is based at the Pacific Shores
Performing Arts Center in Cypress, CA, where they train and teach their unique style of dance. Spiked
with personality and humor, their live performances have garnered them fans across the country.
SickStep will be taking the first step to going global by performing in Tokyo, Japan this September. Their
official website is www.sickstep.com.
Fata Simanu-Klutz (Showcase Performer)
Fata plays Malaga, the wife and mother in the The Songmaker's Chair's Peseola clan. She has a very
short resume in acting. She had a minor part in an earlier play produced by Kumu Kahua in the early
nineties; however, being coerced to perform biblical stories as a young girl helped her get a sense of what
theatre is about. She is of Samoan ancestry and has been a resident of Hawaii for almost twenty years.
Fata has been a part-time lecturer for the Samoan Studies program at the University of Hawaii at Manoa
where she teaches Samoan language, literature and history; she is also a fulltime student completing
doctoral studies in Pacific History. While she enjoys acting, Fata prefers backstage supportive roles such
as promoting oceanian performing arts.
Judy Soo Hoo (Panelist)
Judy Soo Hoo's plays include 29 1/2 Dreams: Women Walking Through Walls (Co-Collaborator), TwiceTold Christmas Tales, Refrigerators, Texas, Beastly Beauties of American Monsters, and Solve for X.
She is a recipient of the EWP/AT&T New Voices Play Award, Yukon Pacific Play Award, ARC (Artists'
Resource for Completion) grant from the Durfee Foundation, and a PEN/WEST Emerging Voices
Fellowship. Excerpts of her plays have been published in Bold Words: A Century of Asian American
Writing (Rutgers University Press, 2001) and Best Stage Scenes and Best Male Stage Monologues. Her
plays have been read/developed at East West Players, Lodestone Theatre Ensemble, Eureka Theatre,
Mark Taper Forum, Cleveland Playhouse, Pan Asian Repertory, River Stage, Theatre Mu, Asian
American Theatre Company, San Diego Asian American Repertory Theatre Company, and Illusion
Theatre. She is the resident playwright of Lodestone Theatre Ensemble.
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Chase Sprague (Showcase Performer)
Chase has been playing in this town for years (eight) and has enjoyed every minute of it (naive). He
would like to thank his wife for not leaving and his Asian peeps for making him feel so white.
Trent Steelman (Steering Committee Member, Moderator, Panelist)
Trent Steelman is Managing Director for East West Players, a post he undertook in 2003 to enhance his
diverse background in Arts Administration. Serving as Executive and Artistic Director for Essential Actions
Theatre Company in Denver, Colorado for ten years provided him with the strong fundraising, budgeting
and management skills he now uses daily. Trent has also served in marketing departments at the
Pasadena Symphony, the Los Angeles Master Chorale and as Director of Operations at the Denver Art
Museum. He holds Bachelor degrees in Theatre, English, Psychology and Cultural Arts and has studied
acting at the American Academy of Dramatic Arts–West. Additionally, Trent has acted in myriad roles
ranging from Bruce in The Normal Heart to Sky Masterson in Guys and Dolls; directed numerous
productions including Last Summer at Bluefish Cove, a Hatful of Rain and the canon of Tennessee
Williams’ works; and has taught all levels of acting, directing and scene study. As Managing Director of
East West Players, Trent provides vital assistance for varying organizational aspects of the mainstage
season including marketing, development, education and finance as well as strategic guidance for the
overall fiscal stability of the organization.
Jae Suh (Showcase Performer)
Jae recently made her big screen debut with a leading role in the independent feature Purity and won for
Best Supporting Actress at the Trenton Film Festival. Her television credits include ER, Strong Medicine,
Robbery Homicide Division, Campus Ladies and Punk’d, as well as national commercials for McDonald’s,
Lipton Iced Tea, Always and Wachovia Bank. Much love to Michael, the beauty to her geek.
Lan Tran (Showcase Performer)
Writer/performer Lan Tran’s work has been featured on NPR and produced at numerous off-Broadway
theaters as well as at New York City Hall. Her newest solo show, Elevator/Sex, directed by Michael
Kearns, recently had its world premiere by the Pan Asian Repertory Theatre in New York City, Tisa
Chang, Artistic Producing Director. Lan's previous solo show, How to Unravel Your Family, played to a
sold-out audience in The American Living Room Festival, sponsored by Lincoln Center Theater. At home
in Los Angeles she's performed her work at Walt Disney Concert Hall's REDCAT. A recipient of the 2005
PEN/Rosenthal Fellowship, Lan has also published fiction, creative nonfiction, and poetry in literary
journals and, most recently, "Lone Stars," a tale about her Vietnamese-Texan upbringing in Waking Up
American from Seal Press.
Michael Trinh (Panelist)
Michael Trinh is a 21 year old Vietnamese-Chinese student who has heavily dedicated himself to the
Asian Arts Scene in Philadelphia. Mike was part of GenerAsian Next Theater at the Asian Arts Initiative
dating back as early as 2000. Through his time with GenerAsian Next, he has traveled around the country
to various venues to perform. He loves to sing and write, and recently picked up a new hobby, guitar. He
is currently working on a project with a California-based lady Emcee, which he will be singing a few
verses on. Inspired by the amazing AA talent he has seen, Mike is now co-founder/co-owner of BWeb
Solutions, a company designed to advertise to the Asian community.
Alice Tuan (Panelist)
Alice Tuan is the author of Last of the Suns (Ma-Yi), Ikebana (East West Players/Taper,Too), Some
Asians (Perishable, UMASS Amherst), Manilova (New Georges), The Roaring Girle (Foundry) and the
hypertext play Coastline (Serious Play!, Edinburgh Fringe). Ajax (por nobody), presented by The Flea
and performed at the Melbourne Fringe has just been published in New Downtown Now: An Anthology of
New Theater from Downtown New York, edited by Mac Wellman. Her new play Iggy Woo will be
presented this summer at the Brown/Trinity Playwright Repertory Theater in Providence. Current projects
include Batch, a collaboration with New Paradise Laboratories about bachelor/ette parties for next year’s
Humana Festival at the Actor’s Theatre of Louisville, as well as the film script Chinaland, based on two
diaries found in a trashcan in NY Chinatown. Tuan holds an M.F.A. from Brown University in Creative
Writing and taught this past semester at Cal Arts. She is based in Echo Park.
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Roberta Uno (Keynote Speaker, Panelist)
Roberta Uno is the Program Officer for Arts and Culture at the Ford Foundation in New York City. Prior to
her arrival at Ford, she was the founding Artistic Director of the New WORLD Theater, in residence at the
Fine Arts Center at the University of Massachusetts in Amherst and a Professor in the University’s
Department of Theater. Founded in 1979, New WORLD Theater has earned a national and international
reputation as a visionary cultural institution dedicated to works by artists of color. She is the editor of The
Color Of Theater: Race, Culture, and Contemporary Performance, UK: Continuum Press, 2002, Unbroken
Thread: An Anthology of Plays by Asian American Women, Amherst: UMass Press, 1993; co-editor with
Kathy Perkins of Contemporary Plays by Women of Color, Routledge, 1996; and Monologues for Actors
of Color: Men and Monologues for Actors of Color: Men and Women, NYC: Routledge, 1999. She was a
member of the inaugural national advisory panel for American Theatre magazine in 2001. A member of
the Society of Stage Directors and Choreographers, her directing credits include: Stop Kiss by Diana Son,
Clothes by Chitra Divakaruni, Unmerciful Good Fortune by Edwin Sanchez, the bodies between us by
Thuy Le, Flyin’ West by Pearl Cleage, and Sheila’s Day by Duma Ndlovu. Recent dramaturgy credits
include Sekou Sundiata’s Blessing the Boats, Blood Cherries by Dawn Akemi Saito, and Word Becomes
Flesh by Marc Bamuthi Joseph. She is currently working on two plays in development serving as director
and dramaturg for Keo Woolford’s I Land and dramaturg for Marc Bamuthi Joseph’s Scourge. She has
lectured in a variety of settings including the National Black Theater Festival, the 4th European Directors
Forum in Maastrict, the Netherlands; the Association of Theater in Higher Education Conference, the
United Nations Decade on Women Conference in Nairobi, Kenya, and the International Women’s
Playwrights Festival in Adelaide, Australia. In 2003 Roberta received a Martin Luther King Jr./César
Chávez/Rosa Parks Visiting Professorship from the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor.
Shenika Williams (Showcase Performer)
A Miami native, Shenika graduated from the University of Florida with a B.A. in Theatre. Before moving to
LA, she landed a role in the NBC pilot Miss Miami. She has studied at the School of Groundlings. She
also co-starred in the season finale of CSI: Miami, UPN's All of Us, Disney‘s Hannah Montana, and CBS'
Bbq Bill. You can check her out on Season 2 of Nick Canon’s Wild N Out on MTV and performing standup on the newly released DVD Big Black Comedy Show: Volume 4.
Stefanie Wong (Panelist)
Stefanie Y. Wong has been with East West Players since 2000 and has led the company's Public
Relations & Marketing Department since 2002. In this position, she has implemented new audience
development and marketing strategies to increase subscription and ticket sales, reached out to
underrepresented Asian Pacific Islander communities and worked to broaden the organization's national
visibility. A graduate of UCLA, Stefanie has long been involved with the Los Angeles Asian American
community, coordinating public relations, marketing and fundraising initiatives for organizations such as
the UCLA Asian American Studies Center, Asian American Journalists Association, Media Action Network
for Asian Americans and Cold Tofu Improv, for which she also serves on the Board of Directors. She is a
member of the Ford Amphitheatre's Community Partnership Initiative Community Advisory Council and in
July will join its staff, working on outreach and marketing to the Asian American community.
YAWP (Panelist)
Young Asians With Power was formed in the summer of 2002 to address the need for a conscious, multidisciplinary, for-youth- by-youth arts program for Asian/Pacific Islander American (APIA) teens in the
Chicagoland area. Although we self-identify as APIA (Asian Pacific Islander American) we
simultaneously redefine the term to be inclusive of West Asian (Middle Eastern), South Asian, and MultiRacial peoples. YAWP exists as a hate-free, anti-racist, anti-sexist, anti-homophobic, safe space for
young Asians to create, grow, change, cultivate, reflect, and transform through art as critical and
conscious expression. In a city historically unaware, unresponsive, and all too often patronizing of the
history, culture and issues of the Asian diaspora, YAWP exists at the intersection of art and activism,
individual growth and community empowerment. YAWP's inaugural program entitled, Blurring
Boundaries, Claiming Voice, involved an 8-week writing workshop which focused on topics of Identity,
Stereotypes/Racism, Rituals, Neighborhood, Childhood, Immigration, APIA History, and Gender Roles.
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Anida Yoeu Esguerra (Panelist)
Anida Yoeu Esguerra is an artist, activist, and youth worker who currently resides in Chicago. In 2002,
Esguerra was recognized by PoliticalCircus.com as one of the 30 most influential Asian Pacific Americans
30 years of age or younger. She is a founding member of the critically acclaimed performance ensembles
I Was Born With Two Tongues and Mango Tribe. She is also a founding member and teaching artist with
YAWP!, a writing and performance workshop series for Asian American youth in Chicago. Esguerra is coeditor of Screaming Monkeys: Critiques of Asian American Images (Coffee House Press, 2003),
ForeWord Magazine’s Gold Book of the Year. Esguerra’s continued cultural work within the development
of dialogue concerning social justice and human rights earned her Insight Arts’ Creative Movements
Award for Spoken Word/Poetry. She is currently embarking on an international tour of Living
Memory/Living Absence, an interdisciplinary performance/installation that explores memory, exile, and
the pain of these experiences within the bodies of Cambodian genocide survivors.
Leakhena Yoeun (Panelist)
Leakhena Yoeun is a 17 year old Cambodian American who in her senior year founded the Pan
Asian/Pacific Islander Club at Von Steuben High School. She enjoys many different kinds of clubs and
sports at Von Steuben. She has a passion for art such as photography and film/video. She writes in her
spare time. Through YAWP! she has learned to better understand herself and better understand other
people’s opinions and ideas. YAWP! has helped her to learn how to speak up and fight for what is right
especially since learning about stereotypes and hate crimes. She wants to help youth to make the right
choices. In the future, she wants to travel around places that excite and interest her.

Appendix E
The following is a list of delegate comments from the NEXT BIG BANG Conference:
Conference delegates were asked to complete a survey at the conclusion of the conference. With nearly
unanimous praise of this first gathering, the following are comments in raw data form. Additionally, many
contributed comments have been edited for redundancy:

PLENARY SESSIONS FEEDBACK
Opening Plenary
"Excellent"
"Good exercises for opening"
"Helped to have exercise of audience breaking into demographics"
"I thought the opening plenary was great for the perspectives offered"
"It was good to have interaction and get out of our seats"
"It's amazing how much one can learn about things they always thought they knew. I am humbled by
all the movement, change, and history that I learned about and became a part of through this process.
Both opening and closing sessions did an excellent job contextualizing it for me"
"Loved the interactive, moving-around portion of opening plenary"
"Opening great way to get energy up for conference"
"I really enjoyed the panel at the opening plenary that gave context to the start of the movement"
"Reps of theatres gave good overview of their needs"
"This was a great icebreaker! It got everyone moving and interrelating! Good work on the part of the
two coordinating women. Quite a feat in a theatre!"
"The interactive exercises were fun and let the participants 'buy in' to the conference quickly and
identified AA organizations and people to meet right away"
"The interactive opening plenary session was eye-opening. Being able to visually see where people
are coming from, what decade they started to get involved with theatre was an informative experience.
Thank you!"
"Very helpful to hear genesis of project"
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"For the opening plenary, it would be great to break up speakers with short performances"
"Should have had general introductions"
"The Q&A fell a little flat"
"Where's more youngsters for Next Big Bang?"
"Wish had included size of organization/individual artist in cultural mapping session"
"Would have liked questions from audience to start conversations rather than let speakers converse
and audience merely listen"

Closing Plenary
"Answering (?) the next step in the Closing was important (2007 Festival) for continuity of dialogue
networking and collaborations"
"Closing was well facilitated"
"I really enjoyed the closing because I couldn't attend all the Open Space sessions"
"I really enjoyed the closing because I couldn't attend all the Open Space sessions"
"I--and I think everyone--was kind of tired by the final plenary, which felt more laidback and informal"
"Loved the wrap-up reports!"
"Very comprehensive, good reporting"
Comments Concerning Both
"I thought both sessions gave us a tremendous mix of past, present, and future for Asian American
Theatre"
"Interactive mapping, timeline, and reports from Working/Open Space groups were most valuable
because everyone got to participate. Feeling included added to the enjoyment"
"The interactive closing with Open Space report-outs really made the conference inclusive. The
opening was almost (but not quite) the opposite. Setting the history is important"

BREAKOUT SESSIONS FEEDBACK
Beyond the Yellow Brick Road
"Good statistical background by Tim Dang; allowed us to see what faces AAT--favoritism among our
own ethnic groups"
"Great panel; highly informative, liked questions submitted on slips of paper"
"I thought the level of discussion addressed both overall challenges and some specific issues (I was a
panelist)"
"Liked the opportunity of writing down questions and time allowed for addressing the questions from
the group"
"No unique challenges for AAT but for all theatre non-profit companies"
"This was very informative for me because I do not know much about other AA theatre companies
outside of East West. To hear from Tisa and the director of the Minneapolis Theatre Group was
super"
"Panel kept their comments very brief, which was great because it allowed for a more interactive
dialogue"
Connecting AAT to Social Justice Movements
"Audience didn't really have time to ask and answer questions"
"Have a more diverse panel who would address social justice movements from an intergenerational
perspective"
"Inspiring and exciting!"
"Need to be a little more interactive and engaging with audience"
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The Dynamism of Aesthetics in AAT
"A bit scholarly for what I was expecting; I wish there was more discussion between the speakers,
although each having their 10 minutes was informative."
"Although each speaker was interesting in her own right, more question and answer or audience
participation and involvement would have made the session more dynamic"
"Didn't get much from it but important"
"Hooray for panels, visual samples, and workshops. I wish I had been more informed about AAT's
history but this conference was a good start."
"There were some interesting comments made but it was not the most compelling discussion in the
world"
Funding/Demographic Strategies
"Excellent"
"Different budget size categories need different kinds of speakers"
"Helpful to organizations that are starting out but probably doesn't help those who end up writing their
own grants and have no experience"
"I am enthused about the idea of an Asian American theatre re-granting program, perhaps through
TCG; I hope to follow up on it!"
"Very informative, always an important topic. Perhaps a collaborative grantmaker (i.e. TCG or LMCC)
could be there to show what they are looking for in terms of finding national collaborations"
Asian American Youth Programs
"I really enjoyed seeing the work performed"
"I was a panelist; it was great. I just expected more elders to be interested with the workshop"
"More youth representation, please!"
"Need more youth participants"
"The young adults who performed spoken word blew me away with the depth and execution of their
performances! And I was delighted to hear about the youth programs! It got me excited and hopeful
regarding the future of AAT"
"Second moderator spoke too softly; started discussion out a little disorganized but got better; new
information about youth theatre very informative"
"The sample performances both live and digital were very powerful. I was afraid adults would not
support the next generation; some concerns came out and people were supportive"
Audience Development and Community Engagement
"Enjoyed Stefanie Wong's input"
"Excellent"
"Interesting demographics revealed, good discussion on strategies and marketing goals, what to do,
what not to do"
"I was really happy with how the session went and hope participants found it helpful!"
"Liked the opportunity for all participants to mark sheets so we could all see visually what our
audiences look like"
"Panelist talked too long (I needed coffee); didn't use the panel very much (?)"
"Thought panel went on too long though and didn't necessarily all focus on addressing topic of
session…the panelists that did were great"
"Weak panel; only one-fourth of them had significant information for the audience"
Issues of Under-Representation
"Important issues brought up and discussed, but I'm a little biased because of my involvement in it"
"Topics discussed were redundant after the first hour of discussion"
"This was excellent! Great speakers there."
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Who Are We Creating For?
"Although it was interesting to learn about the experiences and practices of each artist, more group
participation would have been valuable. The depth of the questions that described this session was
not met"
"Although the session was focused a little too much on polarizing opinions, I thought the heart of some
of the issues and survey of opinions as to who felt a part of the AAT movement was revelatory"
"Can expand resources to get a better handle on this 'ongoing' dilemma of butts in seat issue"
"Concise, focused, well-articulated panelists. Very provocative and controversial discussion ensued
with audience"
Artistic Practice/Artist Workshop
"Excellent and got inspired!"
"An enjoyable experience--the theatre games. Also, it was very satisfying to be able to interrelate with
the other participants I had become acquainted with during the conference"
"Good physical exercises to start creative juices but weren't able to hear the written work that came
out of those physical exercises; no payoff"
"Good warm-up physically and writing was a part of it"
"I liked getting on our feet and doing exercises; definitely keep this one for next time"
"It was good to stretch and move instead of sit and talk"
"The opportunity to create with and among other artists was inspiring. It was just plain fun"
Organizational/Community Collaborations
"Excellent"
"Good exchange of ideas"
"I don't work with programming but the concept of having something 'sexy' in order to collaborate is
great"
"I thought the information and opinions shared by all who attended were quite remarkable. We were
literally witnessing a collaboration in process among session members (I was the moderator)"
"Informal and motivating but too much of a 'rah rah' session at the end (organizations boasting about
successes with no explanation of success)"
"Very informative and excellent leadership in citing examples of possible partnerships"
"Wonderful focus on tools for collaboration on various levels"
Visioning Session
"More interactive sessions would be great"
Working Group
"Lots of great ideas and brainstorming; just need to ensure ideas become active plans to
implementation"
"Andrea and Sean did a great job of keeping the session focused on practical next steps and I'm
already beginning to see the results!"
"Was work-oriented but some looseness in focus"
Playwrights & Issues of Being a Playwright
"Because I'm a playwright, this get-together was helpful; good to make connections with other writers"
"Enjoyed the chance to just dialogue with other writers"
"Enlightening, less formal, and constructive information; included theatre producers and playwrights,
both trying to understand each other's perspective"
"Great opportunity to share experiences"
"I appreciated the opportunity to bond and 'bitch' with other playwrights. Although I realize this was an
unplanned meeting, I would have benefited from more concrete materials, such as a compilation of
Dramatist Sourcebook, like listings from theatre participants versus randomly meeting or hunting
producers in the elevator!"
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South Asian Theatre
"I thought this session was a first and significant step of cooperation and supportive communication
among these theatres and it could lead to their own conference"
"This was a very important gathering for us to establish networks, build community, and begin to chart
out a future for all of us"
"Very good"
AAT Scholarship
"Good dialogue about scholarship in theatre. Needs database"
Spoken World
"Excellent dialogue and discussion, very hopeful"
"It was a good opportunity for me to ask questions about this new part of the theatre world I was
introduced to at this conference. Good, intelligent discussion"
"Important dialogue and discovery of issues regarding involvement and openness"
"The space I needed as a youth because I am coming from Spoken Word and not sure that I belong in
theatre or not"
Scholars
"A valuable forum for scholars to establish network"
KEYNOTE SPEAKERS FEEDBACK
Roberta Uno & Philip Kan Gotanda
"As beautiful a story as his writing"
"Awesome history, tracing our AAT past. Thank you"
"Good contrast in speech and writing styles"
"Good speakers; personal and truthful"
"Good talks by Uno and Gotanda"
"I especially loved Philip and Roberta's speeches, which put the whole conference in context
very nicely"
"I thought they complimented each other beautifully with both retrospective and futuristic
visioning"
"It was wonderful to meet and hear these two people who have contributed so much to Asian
American theatre"
"Liked the stories/history overview"
"Lovely, speech was somewhere for me to understand where history was happening"
"Unfortunately no time for speakers to interact with audience"
Juliana Pegues
"Good mantra but speech overall seemed sketchy"
"How sad. I actually cannot remember this"
"I think she did an excellent job of bringing other elements (political and socio-economic) into
the mix"
"I was able to relate to [what she said] especially mentioning some hip-hop, spoken word"
"Juliana spoke in a puzzle kind of way, only to be revealed in the last five minutes of her
session; interesting format but difficult to follow for most part"
"I thought it was nice to have a representative from the spoken word genre as one of the main
speakers"
"Made me think! Very impressive; great articulate perspective!"
"'Nothing about us, without us is for us'…powerful"
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"She seemed like a nice person but I didn't quite follow all her points"
"She seemed very interesting but rushed for time so it was hard to assess fairly"
"Caught my attention with what she said but I thought she was a bit heavy on the academic
and cerebral. Crossed paths with her during the conference and connected with her through
observing her in human relationships--a real deal"
"Too complex for me"
"Unfocused, evasive academic language, faux 'political'"
"Wanted more"
Jessica Hagedorn & Lucy Burns
"Entertaining and refreshing to hear about the different start. Very motivating"
"Funny; great interaction and excellent"
"I enjoyed Jessica's candid views of her own experiences and her encouragement to young
artists to 'just do it'"
"It was good to listen and laugh at the same time"
"Jessica is so wonderfully exciting, humble and inspiring"
"Nice"
"Slideshow was too fast"
"Wanted more"
"The simultaneous showing of slides as the interview as occurring was distracting. I do not
know Jessica Hagedorn's works but being exposed to the person of Jessica Hagedorn moves
me to want to read 'Dogeaters'"
"Wonderful conversation format; great interviewer and interviewee. Jessica related to
everyone in the audience as an equal artist. Inspirational and funny"
"Would have liked more of a statement, rally for the future of AAT"
"It was refreshing to hear from an artist who has done wide-ranging types of theatre since the
1970's"

OVERALL CONFERENCE FEEDBACK
"A very successful conference. I would return again and would pay for it without subsidies if within
$1000 range (air, hotel, meals)"
"It went beyond my expectations of success. I'm sure I'll be in dialogue with all of you and the steering
committee as we move forward. Thanks!"
"A million thanks and kudos to you all! I think the conference went beyond our wildest dreams of
success and I'm so fortunate to have been a part of it. The energy and connections generated were
amazing. The experience reinforced my feeling that AAT is such a warm and welcoming family, of
which I've been so thrilled to be an honorary member. I will do my best to keep the momentum
moving forward...I can't wait to see what the next step is and how the festival goes on to wild success!
Thank you, Tim, Trent, and the EWP staff for all of your tremendous work!!!"
"I really appreciated Andrea and Gayle's handling of Open Space, both the intro and the report-out as
well as the cultural mapping"
"Absolute essential conference! Thank you! Sessions were interesting; learned an incredible amount
of information"
"Awesome showcase!!!"
"Congrats for a truly successful conference and 10,000 thanks for preparations and courtesies. I love
J-town and the two theatres. Bravo to all EWP staff and steering committee members. The energy
was palpable and infectious. We're off to a great start for the festival next year"
"Congrats to Tim and the entire EWP gang for what, by all accounts, was a tremendously successful
conference! I believe…that we will see great things happen in the future as a direct or indirect result of
this conference. Thank you to everyone who had any role in getting it done"
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"Congratulations to you all on the success of your conference. It was so exciting and encouraging to
see the energy, expertise, youth, vision, and dreams of so many Asian and Pacific artists gathered
together to celebrate, express, and share information and vision! I thought the showcases were so
very well received with spontaneous approval. It was great to hear the laughter and cheers from the
audience. Bravo on your speakers as well. Thank you all for the tremendous amount of work you all
invested!"
"Excellent, this being the first time; you set a high bar; very much looking forward to the next one"
"Good contacts and got some great play ideas to produce"
"Great staff helping conference participants find their way an offering assistance for anything"
"Great to see Asians on stage as major performers"
"Great. Very well done."
"Hats off to you all for your hard work and dedication. Congratulations on a triumphant debut of a
conference!"
"Having all the meals and snacks on-site really helped to create more networking, bonding time, which
was great"
"Having the Open Space opportunity was great!"
"I am very grateful for the opportunity. Thank you, funders and East West Players!"
"I feel revived, energized, and inspired by all of you and everyone we were able to gather. I already
miss having [everyone] in our city. But I am so excited about next year's festival--I can hardly breathe
when I think about it!"
"I just wanted to thank Tim, Trent, the staff, and the planning committee for a terrific conference. It
was very well planned and executed in every way. This was one of the best [gatherings] I've attended.
What I realize is that the best art convenings always have art at the center. Your conference was
created and attended by passionate, committed art makers; that was evident in all of the discussions
and sessions. Congratulations"
"I like the idea of bi-annual conference"
"I loved the Open Space Technology"
"I think this is a great conference. The opportunity to meet and share with other Asian American
artists is priceless."
"I was unsure of how this conference would pan out but this was one of the most inspiring, exciting,
charged, and fun meetings I've been to in a while. The importance of what I'm doing, what we’re doing
was more clear to me than before. Everyone at East West was wonderful; the volunteers and staff did
an amazing job to keep everything flowing. This was pioneering work. Thank you."
"It was great for being a historical moment"
"Thank you to all of you who worked 1, 2, or 3 years in preparation for this momentous event. Know
that your every effort is appreciated"
"It was a wonderful, energizing, inspiring event, much, much more than the sum of its parts. I met so
many people, had so many stimulating conversations, created new networks and reconnected into old
ones. The open architecture was an excellent organizational strategy. EWP and its staff were
extremely gracious, not to mention hard-working! Thank you!"
"This conference was like a family reunion and a celebration! The basic idea of bringing artists from all
across the nation together was enough to cause a big bang! It was a kaleidoscope of energetic, joyful
people whom it was a delight to meet and interact with. I got to spend time with and get to know EWP
people better...I spent time with the young people whose workshops I attended and was so immersed
in. Overall, for me, the AAT experience was expanded and seeing and discovering the beauteous
who, the historic why's, and all the myriad of facts that make up the what internally and externally
resulted in an exciting explosion, like 4th of July fireworks!"
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"It was history making. In the visioning panel, we determined that the priority was to be documented,
particularly in scholarly and academic works, to be documented in a lasting way, and I think this will be
most definitely a benchmark in our and the country's history...Our conference was extraordinary. I
marveled at the generosity, the warmth, and even when the "kids" expressed their disappointment
because they felt left out of the core panels, it was done with such consideration."
"Kudos to everyone responsible in helping lift this conference off the ground. I have no doubt that
there's nowhere else to go but up and that next year's will be even better"
"Liked report-outs for closing plenary"
"Making possible the common meeting ground is to me the biggest accomplishment"
"'Mapping' was a good interactive tool to get people connected quickly"
"Open Space sessions were the best; good way to get groups together to discuss new ideas"
"Overall I enjoyed it very much, lots of exposure to people from all over, doing things I would not have
been aware of otherwise. Hope that this proves to be something that can go on and gather
momentum instead of just remaining wishful thinking after the fact."
"Overall, empowering and I will return to the next!"
"Overall, it was a great experience…It was a great first try and I hope to attend the next one"
"Pan-Asian theatre rocks!"
"Performance pieces were good"
"Really wonderful and full conference; very smoothly run and friendly"
"Some Open Spaces were more valuable than planned sessions"
"Thank you to all the organizers and East West Players. As an individual artist, I wasn't sure I
belonged at the conference but it turned out to be an invaluable experience. I rubbed elbows with
some of my heroes, met possible producers, learned about other people's work, and had a good time
with friends old and new. For me, working in AAT has always been about opportunity. The
conference delivered big time!"
"Thank you! It was a rich, rich experience and…it felt like a huge family! What was wonderful was to
feel like part of a team that worked together. I am looking forward to working with everyone toward an
amazing festival"
"Thank you, thank you, thank you. Looking forward to the festival and more conferences to come."
"Thanks for everything! Keep up the great work!"
"The conference was an enormous success and the kid of success that actually went beyond our
goals and dreams. I give a Triple A (awesome, astounding, and amazing) to everyone on the steering
committee and especially Tim, Trent, and the EWP staff and volunteers. I have truly never been at a
conference that generated that much energy and excitement along with great and powerful
discussions. And all facilitated by the folks at EWP. So now we must carry on the great connections
and ideas we generated together! We are on to the next big festival bang!"
"The conference was incredible, way beyond expectations! Showcases were absolutely essential,
great programming."
"The once-in-a-lifetime experience of being given the chance to interact with other members of the
APIA theatre scene from all over the globe was truly brilliant"
"This was an amazing and historic event that will be a watershed moment in AAT. It has been a long
journey to get here but this is a critical juncture for us to gather and map out the next great cycle for
us. Congrats to all involved to make this event far greater than any of us even imagined"
"To Tim, Trent, and the incredible folks at EWP--a huge thank you for putting this all together. You
made a lot of people so proud of you and the AA theatre world. Truly impressive to see the so very
positive flow of energy; may this keep building. As one of the 'elders,' I take particular pride in this
conference because it helped us all bridge, in a significant way, the generational gap. This great
meeting arena could not have had better results for all of us to meet and know each other and to set
foundations for a network that will bear much fruit in the future. Huge thank yous to all steering
committee folks for the great planning and effort put in making this event so memorable to all
attendees"
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"Very inspiring to return and continue with AAT mandate due to the fact so many were doing the same
throughout North America"
"Well handled and organized; interactive exercises fruitful and enjoyable; lots of enthusiasm; may the
next one be as well done"
"You are all amazing! It appears you have created a magical theatrical experience for everyone!
Thanks! And the future of Asian American theatre--the Next Big Bang has begun!"
"…Will require more work and commitment from everyone, not just the steering committee"
"…Following through with our proposals is our biggest challenge"
"A lot of South Asian companies doing work were excluded and a lot who are not doing any work were
there"
"Have 2-sided nametags"
"How to get investors excited?"
"I suggest a speed dating type of icebreaker from the beginning of the conference; that way we can
get to know who the faces are quicker."
"I suggest to include showcase performances, maybe 1 or 2 in the mornings as well, or to even start
off with 1 or 2 the first night so we know why we're there…for performance!"
"I would like to see 1) panels that show theatre in general in comparison to AAT (i.e.: a 20-year-old
'white' theatre company on the same panel as a 20-year-old 'Asian' theatre company talking about the
state of theatre in general to give context for the AA movement; 2) more vegetarian/halal meals; 3) a
theatre program/university panel highlighting how AAT experience infiltrates the higher education
level; 4) an evaluative process for which companies invited
"I'd like to see a grants and a development/fundraising session at a future conference; maybe include
experts in those areas as panelists"
"In the beginning it took a little bit of time to adjust to the space because of not having that youth space
but having to find it. Youth are the Next Big Bang so open that gate; we all need to connect no matter
what the ages"
"Include professional website, email and contact info for all participants so we can build on contacts
made at the conference"
"Incorporate and integrate the generations of people within AAT; be open to the varied forms within
APIA theatre. Spoken word and experimental performance forms that may not be on a 'traditional'
theatre stage deserve as much attention and respect. And please include more youth voices and
panelists"
"Maybe make sessions 1/2-hour shorter next time"
"More interactive breakout sessions; some panels were great because panelists kept comments brief;
other panelists went on too long and didn't focus on topic, leaving little time for dialogue between all
participants"
"The 'older' generation was underrepresented; there was no recognition of pioneers. Perhaps awards
should have been given to recognize these people (The 'youth' were well-represented, despite what
they said)"
"My only constructive criticism is to work out some positive communication with some groups (like
youth/spoken word) who might have felt underrepresented"
"Needs more people who aren't 501(c)(3) affiliated (Slant in NYC, Brenda Wong Aoki, etc.); more
historical overview of 1960's, 1970's, 1980's, 1990's, and now of what is AA theatre; more of other
disciplines (music, song, dance, scenic, etc.) and less spoken word"
"Open mic session should be in a theatre, not a restaurant open to the public due to the distraction for
the audience (food, drink) and performers (conversations)"
"Parts felt overly ambitious and packed with information and agendas. There were other parts that
didn't seem as inclusive as the conference indicated it wanted to be in terms of the breadth of
aesthetics and experiences that comprise Asian American theatre."
"Perhaps each morning, having one showcase perform would be a great pick-me-up starter instead of
saving all the performances for the evening."
"Please provide exercise and stretch mats to reinvigorate during the day"
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"Some of the excerpted performance pieces did not work as selected scenes; synopsis did not give
enough context to the scene presented"
"Step outside of comfort zones! More performance art, dance theatre, youth theatre, queer
representation."
"The attempts to include APIA disciplines across the theatre spectrum was evident; however, it would
be beneficial to the APIA theatre community to integrate an essential degree of representation at
future conferences and events as this one"
"The sessions were too long; they should be 1.5 hours instead"
"The many workshops offered this time should be offered more than one time so that it may be taken
advantage of"
"The open mic performance should not be held at a bar. People were disrespectful to the performers.
It was hard to hear what was going on. Everything else was great."
"We need to keep having these conferences!"
"Wish we had report-outs for all sessions, not just the Open Space ones"
"Would like to see report out time also include video photos of the first sessions at our next
conference"
"Would like to see workshops offered at next conference"

APPENDIX F
The following is a bullet point list of key outcomes (known to East West Players as of 7/1/2007) that have
been completed, are in process, or is starting to take shape as a result of the NEXT BIG BANG: The
Explosion of Asian American Theatre and Performance. Hopefully, this is only the start.
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

The first ever National Asian American Theatre Festival occurred in New York City from June 1124, 2007 bringing together works from 35 Asian American theatres and performance artists over
a two week period.
East West Players has collaborated on three of its mainstage productions since the Next Big
Bang Conference – SIDES: The Fear Is Real produced in association with Mr. Miyagi’s Theatre
Company; I LAND by Keo Woolford, and directed by Roberta Uno, co-commissioned by Ma-Yi
Theatre Company and Asia Society of New York City; YELLOW FACE, a world premiere by
David Henry Hwang produced by The Public Theatre and Center Theatre Group in association
with East West Players.
Pangea World Theatre and New WORLD Theater confirmed their co-commissioning of a new
work by performing artist D’Lo after meeting the artist at the Next Big Bang Conference and
receiving a Creation Fund grant from National Performance Network.
Inspired by Next Big Bang, Fred Ho in conjunction with the Apollo Theater in Harlem produced a
new work DRAGON VS EAGLE: ENTER THE WHITE BARBARIANS with members of SLANT
(Perry Yung and Rick Ebihara) and performance artists Dawn Akemi Saito and Marina Celnader.
The work will also be part of the 2009 BAM Next Wave Festival.
CATS (Contemporary Asian Theater of the Sierra) utilized Yuiriko Doi, founder of Theatre of
Yugen in San Francisco as a consultant on their production of TEA by Velina Hasu Houston. In
August 2007, CATS is commissioning Theatre of Yugen to perform kyogen comedy.
The website Asian American Theatre Revue, hosted by Roger Tang experienced the highest
number of hits during 2006-2007 as a result of the Next Big Bang conference.
The Silk Road Theatre Project in Chicago is convening DESI DRAMA: The First South Asian
American Theatre Conference in July 19-22, 2007
Mo’olelo Performing Arts Company in San Diego will be performing COWBOY VERSUS
SAMURAI by Michael Golamco in November/December 2007 after hearing about the play at the
conference.
Shaping our Voice and Vision, the follow-up theatre conference to Next Big Bang will occur June
5-8, 2008, to be hosted by Mu Performing Arts, Pangea World Theater and the Guthrie Theatre.
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•
•
•

The conference will take place at the new facilities of the Guthrie Theatre in Minneapolis,
Minnesota.
The next Asian American Theatre Festival is tentatively scheduled to take place on the West
Coast, with San Francisco as the leading candidate to be the host city. Final plans TBA.
The Pork Filled Players of Seattle has been inspired to host mini-festivals of Asian American and
Asian Canadian sketch comedy groups. There are plans to host a larger regional festival in 2008
with trans-national cooperation with fellow groups in Vancouver BC.
After the Playwrights Open Space session at the Next Big Bang conference, Prince Gomovilas
started an online playwrights group forum through Roger Tang's Asian American Theatre Revue
website. The website now also includes theatre submission guidelines for playwrights.

Showcase Performance- The performers of the Collision and Expansion
Showcase come together for the final bow at the close of the conference.

Seattle, Washington (June 2005)- Members of the Conference Core Steering Committee gather at
the TCG conference to lay the foundation for the Next Big Bang. Artists Philip Kan Gotanda and
Chay Yew (far back, seated at head of table) join the committee to offer their insights.
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